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PROGRAM OVERVIEW AND SUMMARY 
INTRODUCTION 
NASA is conducting a flight control research program in digital fly-by-wire technology 
using a modified F-8C aircraft. The first phase of this program used Apollo hardware 
to demonstrate the practicality of digital fly-by-wire in an actual test vehicle. For 
the second phase. conventional aircraft sensors and a large floating point digital 
computer are being utilized to test advanced control laws and redundancy concepts. 
For control law studies. the new computer's speed~ memory. and floating point capability 
removes most of the constraints imposed by more typical flight control machines. 
As part of this research activity. Honeywell initiated work in 1974 under Contract 
NA.Sl-13383 to provide a system of digital adaptive flight control laws for flight test 
in Phase n. These control laws were to be adaptive in the sense of altering the control 
law on the basis of normal sensed information. One adaptive design was to be refined 
for flight test from a comparison of several candidate concepts. As part of the ground 
rules. measurements were restricted to ra~egy-r~~.~ccelerometers. ::m~ s;ervo pOSlition. 
Air-data was excluded because aircraft like the F-8C. whose performance requirements 
.... _.- --.... .. .. 
are readily satisfied with air-data-scheduled control laws. benefit most directly from 
; 
adaptive control through the elimination of air-data sensors. This will be particularly 
valuable for future aircraft requiring flight critical redundant control systems and 
sensors. The control laws were further constrained to be compatible with the existing 
airframe without structural mOdification. Hence. they use only existing elevator. 
rudder. and ailerons as control effectors--each powered by existing actuators. 
Three candidate control algorithms were successfully designed from distinct adaptive 
concepts: 
• Gain adjustment based on self-excited limit cycles. 
• Gain adjustment based on explicit identification with Liapunov-stable model· 
trackers. and 
• Gain adjustment based on explicit identification with maximum likelihood 
estimation. (MLE). 
channel implementation. Several Kalman filter channels operate at fixed locations in 
parameter space. Likelihood functions are computed for each. Sensitivity equations 
are then solved only for the maximum likelihood channel and used to interpolate from 
there to the correct parameter value. 
Five parallel channels suffice·to handle the F-8C aircraft over its entire operational 
flight envelope. They estimate three parameters: surface effectiveness (M!) ). 
. e 
pitching mome:nt due to angle-of-attack (M
a
). and airspeed (V). Estimation accuracy 
depends strongly on the signal levels in the control loop. For the small test signals 
tolerable in operational situations. errors of 10 to 20 percent in M!) and 20 to 30 percent 
in M and V are typical in six-degree-of-freedom simulation runs. Theoretical accuracy 
a 
- analyses confil:'IXl these error levels. The gain adjustment in the pitch and lateral 
control laws is a function of estimated M!) only. 
e 
CONCEPT COMPARISON 
The preceding three designs were compared on the basis of performance, growth 
potential,. and computer requirements. An overview of the comparison is g~ven in 
Table 1. The MLE design was selected primarily on the basis of growth potential. 
TABLE 1. OVERALL COMPARISON OF CONCEPTS' 
; High-gain Maximum 
Characteristic Model tracker limit cycle likelihood 
estima tion 
Performance Acceptable to good Good Good to excellent 
Growth Low--limited to Low--limited to High--multiple 
(:iOtential single variable single variable parameter gain 
explicit gain . implicit adjustment possible 
schedule adaptation 
Computer Minimal Low Medium 
,requirementsa. 
a These requirements are relative to AP-I0l capacity. 
The entire control system is expected to fit comfortably in the F-8C's AP-I0l flight 
computer. The control law plus adaptive algorithm (excluding redundancy management) 
are estimated to consume less tnan one-half of the frame time aVailable on that machine 




NASA is presently ·conducting research in digital fly-by-wire technology using a
 modified 
F-8C aircraft as the test vehicle. In 1972-73 during the first phase of U1is prog
ram •. 
the F-8C was' successfully flown using 'an Apollo gUidance computer. an inertial
 measure-
ment unit. an analog (electrical) backup system. and an electrohydraulic actuation 
system. The purpose of these flights was to demonstrate the practicality of a d
igital 
fly-by-wire flight control system in an actual test vehicle. 1 
The second phase of the research program supports technology develoPnlent of a
dvanced. 
reliable control systems for future aircraft. Primary objectives of the second phase 
are to demonstrate benefits of advanced control"laws and to study redundant. flig
ht control 
mechanizations. The .test aircraft will use a triplex AP-101 digital computer an
d triply-
redundant aircraft gyr'os and accelerometers. Dual air-data measurements of a
ngle-of-
attack. Mach number. and pressure altitude will be available as well as a singl
e side-
slip sensor. Of special importance is the extensive computing power provided b
y the 
Large, floating point computer in the te~t aircraft. This capability makes it possible 
to flightitest adVanced control laws without the constraints imposed by less capa
ble 
flight control computers. 
To date, two sets of control laws have been developed for flight experimentation
 in 
Phase II: a "ccv Package" and ~n "Adaptive Package." The first package is describ~ci 
in Reference 2. It provides basic command augmentation functions. outer loops
. and ~ 
control modes for various Control,Conflgured Vehicle concepts applicable to fi
ghter 
aircraft. The second control law package is described in this report. It consis
ts of 
the same command augmentation functions. found. in the CCV package but adds ex
plicit 
on-line identification c?-pability for adaptive control. In addition to these packag
es, 
research has also proceeded on several other candidate adaptive algorithms for
 the 
. F_8C3.,4. 5 and on sensor fault detecti~~ and·isolational~orithms. 6,7 So~e ~i·the~~-· 
... --
may reaeh flight experimentation later in the program. 
5 
MOTIVATION I~OR ADAPTIVE CONTROL 
NASA's primary reason for studying adaptive control laws for the F-8 aircraft is to 
identify potential perform~n~e and system effectiveness benefits offered by modern 
adaptation/idenUficationconc~pts and to demonstrate these in an actual digital flight 
control environment. Relative to these objectives.' adaptive control is viewed in this 
report as one of several competing ways to achieve successful control actions in the 
face of aircraft plant uncertainties. Whether it offers benefits for a particular design 
application then depends on two primary factors: 1) the nature and magnitude of plant 
uncertainties. a~nd 2) alternate methods available to achieve successful control. The 
first factor dete:rmines feasibility. Most adaptive techniques work well for some types 
of uncertainties but not for others. The second determines viability. Adaptive controls 
mayor may not be competitive with alternate approaches on economic or operational 
grounds.· 
For inner-loop stability .and command augmentation of fighters. the feasibility factor 
tends to be positive. Plant uncertainties generally take the form of unknown parameters 
in an otherwlse known model structure (i. e ... coefficients of· linearized . equations of 
motion). Their range of uncertainty is largely due to widely varying flight environments 
(dynamiC pr~sstlre. Mach. angle-of-attack) and large configuration variations (e.g. 
locations, fuel and payload, geometry). However, individual coefficients are strongly 
interrelated. and only a few mus t be known accurately in order to design good control 
laws. As a net result. the important uncertainties reduce to a small number of slowly 
varying parameters. They usually include Ma' sometimes also Mil" and occasionally 
other surface effectiveness coefficients. Adaptive controls based either on explicit 
identification or on implicit control gain adjustment stand a good chance of success 
with these kinds of uncertainties. This is demonstrated by three separate F-8C adaptive 
designs andsimll1lator evaluations presented in this report and will be verified. hopefully. 
_ •• --0- .~.~_. __ •••• _ ••• _" __ •• _ •• ___ • __ "'0. __ •• __ •••• _ 
in upcoming F-8C adaptive flight tests. 
Two alternate approaches for dealing with uncertain aircraft dynamiCS are to use low-
gain flight control laws which can tolerate the, full range of uncertainties directly or 
to provide external air-data for gain adjus tment. . The firs t 'approach is generally ruled 
out on the b~sis of performance. Low.,.gain systems capable of flying the entire flight. 
env~lope are una.ble to satisfy performance requirements for most of today's fighters 
and will be even less acceptable for future .conditionally stable relaxed-static-stability 
aircraft. The s4~cond approach is more successful •. It 'exploits the strong correlations 
which exist between externally measurable air-data variables (q, lVIach. CIt) and unknown 
#l 
aircraft parameters. Thanks to these .correlations, control law gains which are originally 
computed as functions of Ma, MCIt , etc •. ' can be approximated ~n terms of q, Mach, and/or 
CIt. Although not as good as the original functions, such app~oXimated "air-data schedules" 
are adequate to meet performane~rements inmost current flight control prQblems. 
Given these alternatives, the competition among flight ~_ontrol design techniques .reduces 
to a tradeoff between the economics, reliability. and operational features of air-data:-
scheduled systems versus adaptive sy~tems. Historically, this tradeoff has favored 
adaptive techlrlquesbecause sufficiently accurate·a.ricireUabie·air";d8.ta sensors were 
difficult to build and maintain •. In fact, the desire to avoid suc~ sensors was the primary 
motivation for most adaptive control development efforts of the 1960's. including NASA's 
. 6 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 . . '. . X-15 research program. • ,. , • • • the F-I01 fligl)t tests .andX-20 simula-
tions, 15,16 the productionF-1l1. 17 and several more recent flight tests with the 
18 19 20* . . . F-4. • '. . Of course. the measurement issue also motivated sensor development 
efforts. These have' produced improved air-data systems which have now. reversed the 
- .". 
tradeoffl making air-data scheduling the preferred approach in most current single-
channel analog autopilots. 
T~e present status of the adaptive versus air-data trade-off is not expected to be permanent, 
however. There ar.e three important trends which will affect future choices. The first 
. . 
of these is digital control. Flight control systems are .now being ~echanized in 'on ""board 
digital icomputers21 whose steadily decreasing price tags per function p~omise to reduce 
the costs of adaptation substantially. 
) 
The s'econd trend is redundancy. FutUre control configured fly-by-wire aircraft may 
need d~~~ri~le, or e~en quad redundant flight control systems to insure safety of 
flight. Air-data-scheduled approaches will then suffer the.added cost and com:plexity 
of multiple air-data sensing systems, and they will also face the difficult problem of 
finding suitable probe locations for adequate data quality and channel tracking (to permit 
. . . . . 
. effective redundancy management) but with enough dispersion to avOid common hazards. 
* . . . All of these aircraft can be flown quite well with approximated air-data schedules, 
provided that accurate measurements are available. . 
7 
The final trend is increased control performance. Several anticipated flight control 
applications appear to require contrl':>l gain functions which cannot be adequatelyapproxi-
mated by air-data schedules. Prominent examples are active control of flexure 22• 23 
24 
and coupled control modes. Successful flexure control laws. for instance. have 
been found to depend critically on accurate vehicle data: mode frequencies. mode shapes. 
rigid body/flexure/control interactions. Such data at structural frequencies are difficult 
to acquire. Th,e same is true for coupled control modes which actuate several surfaces 
simultaneously in order to achieve deliberate coupling or decoupling of responses 
(e. g., flightpa1ch changes without attitude changes). Here the relative surface effecti ve-
ness values and several other stability derivatives must be known with high accuracy. 
These flightcontroltechnology trends provide strong motivation for continued research 
and development in adaptive control. Studies with the Phase II F-8C are particularly 
appropriate because its redundant. digital. fly-by-wire configuration is a forerunner of 
the evolving technology •. Of course. all concepts and design processes studied should 
be general enough to apply to other aircraft as well. This is important because the F-8C 
its.elf is not a state-of-the-art fighter nor is it difficult to control with standard air-data 
. scheduling methods. 
CANDIDA'l'E ADAPTIVE CONTROL LAWS FOR THE F-8C 
. " 
This report presents design details and simulator evaluation results for three candidate 
adaptive control laws for the Phase II aircraft. Each design provides basic command 
I . 
augmentation functions using only inrier;"loop inertial sensors (gyros and accelerometers) 
and no air-data measurements. Hence. eachis.apotential competitor with air-data-
scheduled meth()ds. The purpose of these designs is to establish feasibility of adaptive 
. . 
controls in a di~,ital fly-by-wire setting and to examine the relative merits of different 
adaptive techniques. They are not intended to demonstrate control performance superiority 
over air-data sc:heduling (the F-8C offers little hope here) or to show explicit economic. 
I' . . 
reliability. or operational advantages. The latter must wait for detailed hardware 
designs and trade-offs. The three designs achieve adaptation by combining existing 
control laws from the "ccv package,,2 with different on-line adaptive gain adjllstment 
l'Irocesses. The gain adjustment processes are: 
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. 1. Explicit parameter identification via Liapunov-designed model tracking with 
gains stored as functions of parameters. 
2. Explicit paramet,er identification via maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) 
with gains stored as functions of parameters, and 
3. Direct gain adjustment to maintain -self-excited limit cycles. 
These specific adaptive techniques were selected from the brief survey of applicable 
adaptive concepts summarized in Table 2. This survey categorizes various proposed 
adapti ve methods into four groups: 
1. Optimal Adaptive 
These are concepts based on the "dual control" problem originally posed by 
Feldbaum. 25 They involv.e optimal identification and c~ntrol done simult~neou~ty 
according to an overall criterion of goodness. This problem is so difficult ' 
to solve that to date only approximate solutions are available even for trivial , •.,.:, 
cases. 
2. Performance Adaptive (implicit) "" " ' ~ >, 
These are concepts based on on-line measurement and adjustment of performance 
variables. Included are high-gain, model-following schemes ar;td model ref~:r::~m;e 
systems. 
3. Separate Identification and Control (explicit) 
These concepts are based on assumed separability of the identificationfunction 
and the control function in adaptive control. While this has been shown to be 
suboptimal in the "dual control II sense, the assumption seems reasonable in 
many cases. Table 2 listsseve,ral propos~d approaches for the separated 
functions of identifying and recomputing the control law. 
4. Learning/Self-Organizing 
This group consists of concepts with "m emory • II Once a control law has been' 
found to work well for a recognizable enVironment, the law is stored in menidry'~ 
and' called for again when the same environment reappears. The "control law" 
in this case includes not only gain parameters, but the entire structure of the 
relationship between measurements and control commands. 
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o TABLE 2. ADAPTIVE CONCEPTS 
Optimal adaptive 
Dual control approximations [26-29] 
Performance adaptive (implicit) 
High-gain model following 
-
Limit cycle control [8-14] 
-
Energy balance control [15,16] 
-
. Damping ratio control [171 
-
Test signal detection [18] 
Model reference 
Performance gradient design [30} 
Liapunov design [31-34] 
Separate identification and control (explicit) 
, 
Identification Control 
Batch processors Algebraic methods 
Equation error least squares [35,36] Deadbeat control 
Output error least squares [37-40] Pole-zero placement 
Maximum likelihood [41-43] Equation coefficient placement 
Instrumental variables [44] Optimization methods 
Recursive processors' Ricatti equation solutions 
Least squares [45,46] Single stage optimization 
Extended Kalrrian filtering [47] 
- Stored solutions 
-
Stochastic approximation [48,49] 
-
Model tracking [50,34,51,19,20] 
-
Constant bandwidth 
Learning I Self -. organizing 
Trainable controllers [56, 57] 









Several references are provided under each category to describe particular techniques 
more fully. These were selected to treat flight control applications where poSsible. 
However, they should be viewed as ,representative references only. Given the vast 
adaptive literature, no attempt was made to be all,-inclusive. 
,!he surveyed concepts range from ideas which exist only on paper to systems already 
tested in flight. The latter are highlighted by solid arrows in the table. They include 
four high-gain, model-following designs: 
Limit-cycle control (operational on the X-158), 
2. 
15' . 
Energy balance control (flight tested on the F-IOl and demonstrated for 
the X-20 on iron-bird simulations with triply-redundant control hardware16>. 
3. Damping ratio control (operational on the F_111 17), 
4. Test signal detection (flight tested on an F_418), . 
and two explicit model-tracking identification schemes with stored gain functions: 
1. The "Navy Adaptable System" (flight tested on F_419 ), and 
2. A simplified "SIDAC" system (flight tested on an F_420). 
Selections of candidate approaches from Table 2 were made to span a range of performance 
and complexity, to maximize flight-test value, and yet to bound the risk of acbi'eving at , 
least one flight-test-quality design. No concepts were selected from the Optimal Adaptive 
and Learning/Self-Organizing categories, for example, because these have only limited 
development status with respect to practical applications. A high-gain limit-cycle 
system was selected because it offers very low risk (versions have flown) yet still has 
flight-test value if the design' can demonstrate that improved limit-cycle detection and 
~, 
tracking logic can overcome weaknesses of earlier analog systems,. The maximum 
likelihood procedure was chosen as representative of recent modern estimation theoretic 
~pproaches which promise very good identification performance at the expense of on-
board computer complexity, while the model-tracking approach was chosen to examine 
identification capability with more modest computer requirements. 
* This is discussed in more detail in Section 10. 
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Successful simulator-quality designs were- developed for these three selected adaptive 
concepts. and .~ach was evaluated on NASA Langley's F-8C simulator. 59 As expected. 
control performance for all three was roughly equivalent. Identification capability 
turned out to be best for the MLE concept. Hence. this design was refined further and 
streamlined to fit into the AP-IOI flight computer. It is now recommended for flight-
test implementa.tion. 
DOCUMENT OHGANIZA TION 
This report is :subdivided .into 12 sections. The next section. Section 3. presents a 
list of symbols used throughout. Operational requirements and ground rules for the 
adaptive designs are set forth in Section 4; aircraft models and simulations are summarized 
in Section 5; and Section 6 presents basic theoretical identifiability limitations for the 
F-8C which are imposed by the ground rules of Section 4. The common CCV control 
law structure for all three concepts is then described in Section 7. Sections 8. 9 
and 10 are devoted to ,the individual design details for the maximum likelihood. model-
tracking. and high-gain limit-cycle concepts. respectively. Concept comparisons and 
selection of the most promising concept for flight test are described in Section 11. and 
Section 12 presents the conclusions and recommendations. 
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gradient vector with respect to parameter vector' 
second partial derivative matrix with respect to 
parameters, 
p-th component of'V(. ) 
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one-step predicted value 
value for parallel channel i 
nominal value 
value at trimmed flight 
(1) measured value 
(2) model value 
water line value 
value at time tk 
discrete system dynamics matrix 
(1) discrete system input matrix 
(2) residual covariance matrix 
sensor bias 
discrete system constant input matrix 
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SYMBOLS (Continued) 
(1) measurement matrix, ydue to u 
(2) design parameter matrix in model tracker 
equations 
continuous system dynamics matrix 
gust filter transfer functions 
control gains 
continuous system input matrices for u, 11 
measurement rna. trices 
identity matrix 
partial likelihood function· L - 1/2 !: tndetB 




rolling moment coefficients due to indicated variables 
gust field scale lengths 
number of parallel channels 
pitching moment coefficients du!,! to indicated 
variables . 
trim pitching moment 
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SYMBOLS (Continued) 
(1) number of data samples 
(2) discrete sensor noise intensity matrix 
",:--':.:.' 
Yawing moment coefficients due to indicated 
variables 
normal and lateral acceleration 
weighting matrix in Liapunov function 
a priori parameter covariance matrix 
partitions of P 
o 
probability 
continuous sensor noise intensity matrix 
transformation matrix 
thresholds in model tracker error nonlinearity 
sequence of N control inputs 
(1) velocity 
(2) Liapunov function 
true airs peed 
crossover velocity in C* response 
lateral force coefficients due to indicated variables 
sequence of N measurements 
normal force coefficients due to indicated variables 
Lower Case Symbols 
a 



















parameter vector with components c. 1 
a priori estimate of .£ 
true value of c 
partitioned parameter vector 
true value of .£ l' .£ 2 
sensor displacement from c.g. (4.62m) 
model tracker error vector 
nonlinear model tracker error 
ij-th element of matrix F 
gravity 
disturbance process to represent gravity variations 
in maneuvers . 
ij-th element of matrix G 
altitude 
index of the minimum-L channel 
roll rate 
dynamic pressure 
(1) yaw rate 


















(1)~"6oiitrol input vector 
(2) forward velocity perturbation 
elevator servo command 
test input 
forward gust component 
(1) lateral velocity perturbation 
(2) error parameter in model tracker equations 
lateral gust component 
vertical velocity perturbation 
vertical gust component 
(1) forward position perturbation 
(2) state vector 
(1) lateral position perturbation 
(2) measurement vector 
parameter errors in model tracker equations 
discrete system noise input matrix 
tracker error dynamiCS matrix 
subset of parl:l-meter space 





partitioned gradient vector 
partitioned second partial derivative matrix 
angle-of";attack . 
gust angle-of-attack 
angle of Sideslip 
gust angle of sideslip 
aerodynamic surface positions 
error quantities 
generiC likelihood filter states 
(1) damping ratio 
(2) dummy argument for values of parameter 
vector c 
white noise process 
pitch attitude 
parameter adjustment gains in model tracker 
(1) exp(-At/'r) 
(2) design parameter in model tr'acker 
Kalman filter residuals 










pa,rameter in Liapunov function . 
standard deviation of variable x 
(1) time constant 




design parameters in model tracker 
SECTION 4 
DESIGN GROUND RULES AND REQUIfiEMENTS 
GROUND RULES 
The aim of .the design effort reported here was not to develop new theoretical procedures 
.. . .. 
or algorithms but to turn existing concepts into flight-worthy control laws for the specific 
test aircraft. The concepts and design proc~sses,however, should be general enough 
to apply to other aircraft as well. other more specific ground rules imposed on the 
design are described in the following paragraphs~ 
Inputs 
The adaptive system must operate in the presence of normal pilot inputs and also when 
such inputs are absent. Any test signals required for the latter case must be small 
enough not to interfere with the aircraft's mission. This generally means that test 
input normal accelerations, as sensed at the pilot station, should be below (0.2 -
0.3 m/sec2 ), and lateral acceleration should be even lower in the range of (0.1 m/sec2 ) 
This ground rule establishes a crucial distinction between identifiers designed for 
operational adaptive controls and those designed for post flight':'test data processing 
applications. 42, 43 In the latter case, test inputs are deliberately large and often 
optimized for identification accuracy. 60,61 For operational adaptive controls, the. 
emphasis must be to make these inputs small and, hopefully. unnoticeable. 
Sensors 
The system was constrained to operate with the aircraft's existing surface (servo) 
position transducers and inertial sensors (rate gyros and accelerometers). but without 
attitude measurements and without air-data measurements (dynamiC pressure. velocity. 
angle-of-attack). These limitations are imposed by the sensor complement available 




Computer Cap~Lcity and Sample Rate 
~ince controll:aw calculations typically consume only a small fraction of the total 
computational load in a flight computer (the majority is I/O. self test, mode, and 
redundancy control), the adaptive law's goals were restricted to 25 percent of the available 
frame time of the AP-I0l and to a "reasonable" allocation of memory. The sample 
rate of the computer was pre-specified to be 50 Hz. This gives five msec real-time 
per sample in which to complete all control and identification calculations. The sample 
rate is also high enough (for the F-8C) to produce no substantial differences between 
direct digital design (discrete-time control laws designed for discrete-time m.odels) 
and continuous time design with after-the-fact discretization. 
Control Surfaces and Actuators 
The standard elevator, aileron, and rudder surfaces were available for adaptive control. 
Leading edge and trailing edge flaps were assumed to remain undeflected or to follow their 
open-loop scheduled minimum drag positions. Actuation systems for these surfaces 
were represent.ed by models incorporating projected characteristics of the improved 
systems being installed on the test aircraft. 
OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
While no detaill~d specifications were written for the adaptive control laws. all algorithms 
were required to operate satisfactorily under the following conditions: 
1 •. Periods of quiescence 
2. Periods of high turbulence 
3. Large (all-attitude) maneuvers 
! 4. . * Landings and takeoffs 
Satisfactory opl~ration was demonstrated by simulator evaluations under these conditions. 
* Satisfactory Qlperation for these mission phases was assured by inhibiting the adaptive 
process and using fixed gains. 
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PERFORMANCE CRITERIA 
The performance criteria deliberately concentrated on identifier performance. This 
was done since overall closed-loop' performance .for the F-8C provides a less sensitive 
measure of adaptive capability.~'Four "measures Qf goodness" were used: irraentifica-
tion accuracy in stead;}, flight, 2) -convergence characteristics, 3) tracking characteristics 
for standard flight tranSition, and 4) responses to major maneuvers and configuration 
changes. 
Accuracy at Fixed Flight Condition 
Identification accuracy (and thus control gain accuracy) were verified by subjecting 
the closed-loop adaptive system to a standard sequence of test conditions while in 
trimmed flight at fixed flight conditions which span the F-8C envelope. The test sequence 
consisted of a period of quiet. followed by a 6 m/sec2 (20 ft/sec 2) pilot doublet C*-command. 
followed by a period of atmospheric turbulence, and then again by a 6 mlsec2 doublet 
This entire sequence was repeated with and without sensor noise. The standard 
sequence was used to simplify data taking and comparison between concepts. 
Convergence Characteristics 
Convergence with identified parameters initially in error by ± 12 db WI:!-S checked during 
both gust disturbances and pilot commands. Acceptable performance is required within 
three seconds after initialization, with the disturbance and system engagement occurring 
simultaneously. 
Varying Flight Conditions 
Time-varying flight profiles were used to exercise adaptation capabilities. These 
consisted of.acceleration and deceleration maneuvers without pilot stick activity. Since 
all concepts emphasized adaptation to Ma • the profiles were chosen to encounter large 
e 
variation in Ma • 
e. 
Major Maneuvers 
The closed-loop adaptive systems were also tested with large.maneuvers, including 
rolling maneuvers. high-g turns. and step disturbances in angle-of-attack and slides lip. 
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SECTION 5 
MODEqNG AND SIMULA TIONS 
AIRCRAFT MODELS 
The aircraft models used for the design work were derived from nonlinear aerodynamic 
data for the F-8C supplied by NASA. Linear airplane models were obtained by ;numerical 
differentiation techniques as described in the CCV control law final report. 2 T6e 
resulting pitch and lateral linear models have the form 
(1) 
y=Hx+Hu+Hw 
x u w 
The structure a.nd numerical values of these matrices are given in Reference 2. The 
state, x, is defined in Table 3. The control input. u •. is given in Table 4, and the 
components of the disturbance, w, and output vector, y, are listed in Tables 5 and 6, 
respectively. 'Twenty-five flight conditions used for design are listeq in Table 7. 
The aircraft modeling was completed by adding actuator dynamics for the control 
surfaces. including the gust model. and by defining sensor noise. 
TABLE 3. STATE DEFINITION 
Symbol Definition 
p Roll rate (rad/sec) 
, . 
r Yaw rate (rad/sec) 
v Lateral velocity (m/sec), Lateral 
" 
Cjl Bank angle (rad) axis : 
V Yaw angle (rad) 
y Lateral displacement (m) 
q Pitch rate (rad/sec) 
w Vertical velocity (m/sec) 
u Forward velocity (m/ sec) Longitudinal 
e Pitch angle (rad) axis 
h Vertical displacement (m) 
: ' 
x Forward displacement (m) 
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TABLE 4. CONTROL DEFINITION 
Symbol . Definition 
, 
6a Differential aileron deflection (rad) Lateral 
" 6r Rudder deflection (rad) axis 
6rt Differential elevator deflection (rad) 
6e Symmetric elevator deflection (rad) 
6sb Speed brake (rad) Longitudinal 
6g Gear (0/0) axis 
6t Throttle (0/0) 
TABLE 5. DISTURBANCE VECTOR 
Symbol Definition 
ug Forward gust (m/ sec) 
Vg Side gust (m/sec) 
Wg Vertical gust(m/sec) 
TABLE 6. OUTPUT VECTOR 
Symbol Definition 
p Roll rate (rad/sec) 
q Pitch rate (rad/sec) 




. . 2 
Ny Lateral acceleration (m/sec ) 
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TABLE 7. TWENTY-FIVE FLIGHT CONDITIONS 
, 
- I 2 -' i h q(psf) V (m/sec) No. Mach q(n m ) (deg) Condition (Kft) (Km) OI trm 
! 
-/ 1 20, 6.1 0.670 305 14,603 212 3.45 Cruise 
2 20, 6.1 0.670 305 14,603 212 6.10 t>N = 19 (climb) z 
3 20, 6.1 0.670 305 14,603 212 12.12 t>Nz = 3g (climb) 
, 
4 20, 6.1 0.670 305 14,603 212 4.32 Cruise 
5 20 6.1 0.400 109 5,219 126 8.86 Cruise , 
6 20 6.1 0.900 551 26,382 285 2.18 Cruise 
7 40 12.2 0.700 134 6,416 207 6.73 Cruise 
I 
8 40 12.2 1. 200 395 18,913 354 2.72 Cruise 
9 10: 3 0.800 652 31,218 263 1. 96 Cruise 
10 ! 0.700 0: 0 725 34,713 238 1.86 Cruise 
11 01 0 0.300 133 6,368 102 7.64 Cruise 
: 
12 0: 0 0.530 416 19,918 180 2.88 Cruise 
I 
·13 20
1 6.1 0.600 245 11, 731 190 4.25 Cruise 
14 26\ 
I 
6.1 0.800 435 20, 828 253 2.54 Cruise 
15 401. 12.2 0,.800 175 8,379 236 5.15 Crui$e 
16 40: 12.2 0.900 222 I 10,629 266 4.08 Cruise 
17 OJ 0 O. !f19 53 2,538 64 7.48 Power approach 
18 0 0 0.219 71 3,400 75 2.76 Power approach 
19 20, 6.1 0.670 305 14,603 212 2.12 t>N = 0.5g (dive) z 
20 201 6.1 0.600 245 11, 731 190 15.45 t>N = 3g (climb) z 
'. 
21 40, 12.2 1.400 537 25,712 414 2.64 - Cruise 
--
22 40 12.2 1. 300 463 22,168 384 2.65 Cruise 
23 80 9.1 1.200 633 30,308 364 1. 92 Cruise 
24 30 9.1 1.100 532 , 25,472 334 1. 89 Cruise 




Actuator models consisting: of a first-order lag for the primary actuator and a second-order 
lag for the secondary actuator were included for the elevator aileron and rudder. The para-
, . :., 
meters were again taken from Reference 2 and are listed in Table .8. The secondary actuator 
dynamics were approximated as a unity transfer function for the design of the model· tracker 
and the maximum likelihood estimation concept. The hysteresis values shown were estimates 
of the values expected in the Phase II hardware following modifications. The complete model 
is shown in Figure 2. 
For the majority of the simUlation runs, the hysteresis was set to zero. This was considered 
since the adaptive algorithms used measured secondary servo position, and in' flight the 
hysteresis of the primary actuator is expected to be small. This results from the aerodynamic 
loading of the surface. 
TABLE 8. ACTUATOR MODEL PARAMETERS 
Actuator Primary (first-order lag) Secondary (second-order lag) 
'1"1 = 0.0800 w = 125.6 rad/sec 
Pitch 2a = 0.00436 rad C = 0.7 
Rate limit = 0.44 rad/sec 2a = 0.00175 rad 
'1"2 = 0.0333 
Roll 2a = O. 006, Same as above 
Rate limit = 2.44 rad/sec 
'1"3 = 0.0400 
Yaw 28. = 0.00855 rad Same as above 
Rate limit ='122 rad/sec 
GUST MODEL 
The gust model used has the form attributed to Dryden and contained in MIL-STD-8785A. 64 
Random gusts with the appropriate spectra are obtained by passing gaussian white noise 
through ,a linear filter. The filter'transfer functions for the three gust components 
are given in Table 9. The scale length (L.) and rms velocities (cr.) have the following 
1· 1 
altitude dependence: 
L =L =145.0h1 / 3 
u v 
h> 533.4 m 27 
r ---------, ", ______ t-I. ___ , 
1 Secondary Actuator Model I I, Primary Actuator Model I 
~ II I Command . I 1 I I· I ~ __________ ~ L __________ ~! 
! 
Linear I I First-Order I 
Second-
I- Hysteresis J: : Lag Plus HHYsteresh ~ Order Lag Element Rate Limits Element 





Figure 2. Simulation model of actuator. 
TABLE 9. GUST MODEL 
Gust Spectrum Transfer Function 
2L 1 G (s) u cr 
'V L ug u 
a l+...J!.s V 
a 
3L 
L 1+---! s V 
. Gvg(s) v a cr V L 2 v 




L 1 + --l!. s 
G (s) w Va cr 
Va L 2 wg w 
1 + ...:!. s V 
a 
28 
L =L=L = 1750ft =,533;4m 
w u v 
(J :" = 5.,25(- log10 w' ," , 
: , 
h h in meters 3046 
",' " 
This e~pression' apprqximates the MIL-ST-:-8785A values from 30.48 to 18,288 m 
For 0 <: h'< 30.48, the value of h = 30.48 is used in the above equations. 
For design work, the transfer function for vertical gusts was approximated by a first-
order filter: 
(J~ w V 
L (2) 1 +- S V 
For the MLE concept, the vertical gust model incorporated in the Kalman filter was 
further approximated. Usin~ the first-order differential equation model corresponding 
to (2), 
• V (J..., (2v 
a= -La+-VVL Tl (3) 
The low frequency content of the derivative was increased to yield 
& = ~-V¥: ,Tl (4) 
SENSOR MODELS ,\ 
Sensors were modeled as unity transfer functions plus additive noise. Sensor noise 
effects were model,ed for the rate gyros, accelerometers, and servo position transducers. 
The noises were modeled as white noise shaped by a first-order low-pass filter. 
The filter time constants and rms values are given in Table 10. This spectrum 
approximates the bandwidth of most flight control sensors, as well as the nominal 
pre-filter used on sampled CAS signals. There i~ some difficulty in defining "sensor 
noise" because sensors in flight will measure unm~deled dynamics (body bending 
effects) and unmodeled disturbances (engine, noise, etc.). The values presented here 
are considered representatlve of internal noise <;mly. 
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TABLE 10. SENSOR NOISE PARAMETERS 
Sensor Correlation time a rms value 
Pitch rate gyro 0.01 sec 0.0026 rad/sec 
Yaw-rate gyro ":""-"-":.:., - 0.01 sec 0.0026 rad/sec 
Roll rate gyro 0.01 sec 0.0131 rad/ sec 
Norrnal accelerometer 0.01 sec /2 2 m sec 
Lateral accelerometer 0.01 sec 0.03 m/sec 
Servo position 0.01 sec O. 0007 ra~ 
a Implemented as white noise shaped by a first-order lag with this 
time constant. 
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DESIGN MOD1:!:LS AND SIMULA TIONS 
The limit cycle, model tracker, and maximum likelihood estimation designs were 
developed using several versions of the above models. Pitch and lateral-directional 
designs were done separately using uncoupled models. The pitch axis designs used 
only the short -period -dYnamics, elevator dynamics, and gusts. The lateral designs 
used a fourth-order aircraft model, aileron and rudder control effectors. and gusts. 
Other modelin.g details peculiar to a specific design will be covered in their specific 
sections of thi.s report. 
A different simulation was used for the design of each adaptive concept. Each simula-
tion us"ed linear airplane equations of motion and constant parameters represen~ing 
a specific flight condition. The simulations were tailored to facilitate design trade-offs 
for a specific concept. Additional details and rationale are provided in the sections 
devoted to the design details of each concept. 
The simulatio:n used for design verification was the complete nonlinear six:-degree-of-
freedom simulation at NASA Langley Research Center. It operated in real-time on a 
CDC6600 and permitted man-in-the-Ioop simulation. Provision for driving actual 
F-8C servos with computer signals was included. Details of this simulation are 
contained in Heference 59. 
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SECTION 6 
FUNDAMENTAL LIMITATIONS OF ADAPTIVE 
CON:TROLSFOR THE F-8C 
Like most physical control processes, adaptive controllers for the F-8C aircraft cannot 
work arbitrarily well. There are fundamental limitations imposed by aircraft physics, 
measurement constraints, disturbances, and operational requirements which bound 
achievable performance. It is important to recognize and to evaluate these limitations 
before detailed adaptive designs are seriously undertaken. This establishes realistic 
"levels of expectation" for the performance of final designs and helps to define promising 
design configurations and initial design parameters for particular adaptive concepts •. 
In the design program reported here. ouch fundamental limitations of adaptive controls 
for the F-8C were evaluated with separate identifiability studies. The purpose of these 
"". 
studies was to determine ho~ accurately parameters in the aircraft's linearized equations 
of motion can be explicitly identified in an operational setting--that is. with realistic 
sensor imperfectiOns, realistic atmospheric disturbances. and. most importantly, 
with operationally tolerable test signal levels. Identification accuracy was selected 
as the key index of adaptive capability because it translates readily into control-loop 
performance for explicit adaptive concepts. It also bears a strong. though indirect. 
relationship to the performance of implicit concepts and can be computed theoretically 
without elaborate simulation evaluations. 
Separate identifiability studies were carried out for the pitch and lateral-directional 
axes. In each case, an identification model was first developed which included dominant 
short-period dynamics. disturbances. sensor characteristics. and trim conditions. 
This model was parameterized by expressing individual equation coefficients as functions 
of certain dominant aircraft parameters (q. Ma, Mach) plus a set of small perturbation 
parameters. 
A linear system identification problem was then formulated to estimate these dominant 
and small perturbation parameters from on-line. closed-loop, input/output records. 
As shown in the literature. 63 the theoretical accuracies attainable in such identifica-
tion problems are bounded from below by the inverse "Fisher, information matrix. ,,' 
Hence. it remained only to compute this matrix for various operational situations and to 
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use its diagonal elements as fundamental identification accuracy limitations for the 
F-8C aircraft. 
Results show very limited identification potential~ For example. out of six parameters 
describing pitch dynamics.6niy t~o'c~rt be readily identified. These are elevator 
effectiveness (M&> and a small perturba:tioo"parameter corresponding to pitching moment 
due to angle-cjf-attack'(M·). The remaining parameters are known more accurately 
" 0/ . 
from.a priori data than from on-line estimation. The estimation process does not 
signif'ica,ntl;y ]:'educe-their a priori uncertainties. Also. theoretical identification 
accuracies as~ociatedwith M& and MQ' are no better than 10 to 20 percent depending on 
the length of data samples used. 
Similar results hold for the lateral-directional axes. In this case, only two out of 
16 parameters can be identified. These are dynamic pressure (Ci) and the perturbation 
:para:ttl.ete~ corresponding to yawing moment due to sideslip (N ,,>. On-line ident~fica­
·tion ~oes not significantly improve a priori knowledge for any of the rest. Theoretical 
accurac~es fo~ the ·identifiable parameters are again in the 10 to 20 percent range. 
"The primary reason for these weak identifiability prop"erties is the operational ground 
rule governing test signal magnitudes (Section 4). This ground rule makes explicit 
identification for adaptive control qualitatively different from, say, explicit identifica-
tion fo~ post-flight data reduction. 42, 43 In one case we are free to choose the magnitudes 
and shapes of' control inputs so as to optimize identifiability. In the other case we must 
try to make the inputs as small as possible, hopefully to the point that they blend in and 
get lost among natural noise and gust induced signals of the control loop. This difference 
is fundaIvlenuLlto"the' design work re'ported here. It affects the algorithms used for 
identification:;,their structure, the number of parameters identified; and anticipated 
identification accuracies •. 
The rem:aindE~r :'of this section proVides :support for the identification properties summarized 
above. Identification models and theirparameterizations are presented for the pitch 
and lateral-directional axes, tog.ether with identification accuracy results as functions 
of data length. testsignal,magnitudes~ 'and. gust 'and sensor noise conditions. 
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PITCH AXIS IDENrIFlAmLITY 
The Identification Model 
The following model was used for the pitch axis identifiabiUty study: , 
q M M 0 q M6 Mo 0 q 01 
d 01+01 1 Z V 01+01 + Z6 6+ ,IV + 1 (awlVV~ ,)11 dt = 
- Lw g 01 g, W 
0 0 V 01 0 0 1 01 g L g 
w 
(5) 
qm 1 0 0 q 0 0 
y = = + 6k + + k 
N




k = 0, I, 2, ••• (tk+1 -tk) = t:. 
This is a simpUfied version of the aircraft models described in Section 5. It was 
derived by partitioning the 12-statemodels obtained from numerical ,linearizations into 
longitudinal and lateral-directional dynamics •. The longitudinal states (q. w. u, 8, h, x) 
were then transformed to (q. 01 = w/v. u, y = e - 01. hi x) and partitioned into the fast 
short-period dynamics (q. 01) and the slower states (u, Y, h. x). CoupUng between these 
two groups was ignored. To complete the model. ,a first-order approximation of the 
Dryden vertical gust spectrum was appended, constant disturbances (M • ,IV) were 
. 0 
a.dded to represent trim, and output equations were written for the gyro. qm' and 






the theoretical identification error levels reported in this section,provided that test 
signal levels arEi not changed. Conversel,., they would permit the same error levels 
to-be achieved with proportionately smaller test signals. 
Model Paramete.l:'ization 
The aoove identification model contains 11 parameters--
six coefficients describing pitch dynamics: 
two gust levlal and trim terms: 
M , 0-
,0 wg 
three initial conditions: 
'q (to)' [a(t ) + 0' (t H. 0' (t ) 
o gog 0 
In the identifiabi1ity study, all 11 were treated as unknowns. However. because there 
is a good deal of a priori knowledge about their values and correlations. the parameters 
were not treated as independent. unrelated variables. Instead, they were modelled as 
dependentfunctie,ns of two dominant aircraft parameters (Ma and Mach) plus a set of 
small perturbati(m parameters. The latter parameters (denoted by vector .£) were then 
identified •. 
The functional relationships between new variables and old were obtained by approximating 
scatter ,plots fQr the original parameters evaluated by 25 flight conditions given in 
Sec::tion 5. This gives very simple functions--linear (or quadratic at worst) in Ma with 
two sets of coefficients. one for subsonic and the other for supersonic flight. Scatter 
about these functi.ons is small. providing tight a priori bounds for most of the new 
parameter values. The functions are summarized in Table 11, and their associated 
scatter plots are given in Appendix A. 
It should be noted that this parameterization is airplane-specific. The functions in 
Table 12 apply to theF-8C only. However, it is known that other aircraft also exhibit' 
strong corr,elatioJ:lS between model coefficients, and, hence, similar tables can be 




TABLE 11. PITCH MODEL PARAMETERIZATION 
New parameter a priori 
Original parameter New parameter one sigma uncertaintya 
M ::: -0 •. 23 + 0.028 Ma + c1 Mach < 1 c 1 O~065 q 
-
= -0.23 + 0.010 Ma + c 1 Mach> 1 
M = (0.61 + 0.92 c2) Ma Mach < 1 c2 0.135 01 
= (l!53 + c 2) Ma Mach> 1 
V = (200 + c3) -r:;;;; Mach < 1 c 3 31.5 
= (260 + c3 ) -f-M: " a Mach> 1 
. 
(Z V) = (53 + c 4) Ma All Mach c4 5.0 01 
Ma = c 5 All Mach c 5 15.0 
(Za V) = (7.7+c6)Ma All Mach c 6 0.750 
f-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.- - - - f-- - - - - - -
i:J = 3.0 + c7 All Mach c 7 1.50 wg 
M = 0.017 Ma + c 8 Mach < 1 c 8 0.125 0 
= c 8 Mach> 1 
- - - - - - - - -
- - - - - -
- - - - -"- - - - - -
q(t ). OI(t ) + 01 (t ). 01 (t ) Same as original 0.02 rad/sec, 0.02 rad, 
0"0 go go 0.01 rad 












Accuracy Analysis Procedure 
As reported in much recent literature. 42, ~3 ,one way to identify the vector £ is to 
maXimize the conditional probability density function of the observed outputs given the 
unknowns and the inputs. i. e •• 
lnax o ~ = Arg ( C p (~k' Nzmk; k = 1, 2, ••• • N 1£ = C; 6.k, k = O,1 ••••• N-1)} 
Without repeating too much in the references, this maximization reduces to the 
following mininlizationproblem: 
(15) 
,.. Jrnin II 2 N 2 
£=Arg (, 1/2[ c-~II -1+ I: <11"'k ll _l+tndetBk)]} (16) 
Po k=O Bk 
where 
= initial parameter estimate vector. 
Po = initial error covariance matrix (Table 11), 
= reBidual (innovations) sequence of Kalman filter computed for parameters 
£ =: C. and 
Bk = computed covariance matrix for the residual sequence. 
Let the term in brackets above be denoted by L(C, N). 0 the log likelihood function. 
'Then the required minimization operation can be accomplished iteratively using the 
: •• " > 
I ; 
following modified Newton-Raphson procedure: 
Initial estimate Sequence of observations 
,i = c 
o -0 Sk' q N -k=O mk' zmk' " 1 •••• , N 
0' , , 
VL( ,i, N) = P -1 (~o _ C ) + ~ -1 V\lk Bk "'k * o -0 k=O 
(17) 
V2L(,i. NJI = P -1 + ~ -1 TO 
o k=O V"'k Bk V"'k 
+ 
, I ,1+1 = ,i _V2L<,i, Nfl VL<r:!, N) J 
I ' ' 
* ,0 , 
These exprensions assume high sample rates, so that Bk '" RIA t and VBk = O. 
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Under suitable identifiability assumptions, this procedure converges to the true parameter 
vector, ,i ... St. 'The final iteration produces. the second-partials matrix V2L (~, N) 
which is the so-called "Fisher Information Matrix." Its inverse is a theoretical lower 
bound for the parameter error covariance matrix. Diagonal elements of the in'\l'erse 
are lower bounds on the variances of the individual parameter identification errors. t 
The identificability stu~y basically· consisted of carrying out the last iteration of the 
above a1go~thm for various noise,. test signal, and data length conditions. The procedure 
is illustrated in Figure 3. For each case, the identification model (Equations (5) and 
(6) with c = c t ) was used to generate a sequence of observations (q k' N k; k = 1,2, •••• NJ. - - . m zm . 
This was done in closed-loop fashion, using a simple proportional-pIus-integral pitch 
rate controller. The loop was excited by a small test signal (ut ) and, for some cases, 
by a pseudorandom gust input (1l>. 'The sequence of observations was ~en used to 
generate the likelihood function, L(ct, N), its gradient, VL<£t' N). and its second-
2 * partials matrix, V L(E-t' N). 
Maximum L(£t. N) Likelihood 
II q Identification Nz a1gorfttwn vL ('£t' N) Aircraft model (18st iteration 
. V2L(£t. N) 
.£ ='£t on1 ) 
q 
Figure 3. Accuracy analysis procedure. 
t Strictly speaking, the actual identification error approaches the inverse from above 
asymptotically (as N gets large). Hence. the inverse represents a lower bound for 
the identification errors at all finite N. . 
* In noise andlor gust-driven cases,L. vL. V2L are stochastiC quantities~ For such-
cases, these quantities were computed as sample averagesof·several (usually five) 
separate samples. 
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Three different types of test inputs were used: square waves. sine waves. and random 
~igna1s. The f:irst two were motivated by References 63 and 69 which indicate that 
cyclic test signals near the natural frequencies of the plant are good for identification 
8:ccuracy. The last was chosen to provtde a test input which is difficult to distinguish 
from atmospheric turbulence. Magnitudes for all si/:?:nals were scaled to produce rms 
nominal acceleration levels in the range ofl to 1.5 m/sec2 at the pilot station. These 
ievels fall intothe "comfortable" range of recent ride quality studies (for example, 
Reference 64) 'but are well above the so-called "threshold of detectability" which falls 
around 0.2 .. 0,,3 m/sec2 • 
The random te~lt signal consisted of white noise shaped with the following linear filter: 
O(s) ~= ks (18) 2 2 
s +2Cws+w 
The frequency I(W) was selected near the short period of the aircraft; the damping ratio 
, was set to 1.5; and k was adjusted to provide the desired f.o - 1.5 m/sec2 acceleration 
at .the pilot station. 
The study also addressed reduced-parameter identification. i. e., identifying fewer than 
. 11 error param.eters. This is an important practical question since all 11 parameters 
comprise a fairly high order identification problem whose solution is probably not 
feasible on board. For reduced-parameter identification. the error covariance matrix. 
(V2L)-l, must he modified 'slightly to account for the errors produced by the presence. 
of incorrect unidentified parameters. The modified matrix is derived as described in 
.the following paragraph. 
Let the parameter vector ~ be partitioned into two groups. [~1' ~ 2] T • The firs t group 
is to be identified, while the second is to be neglected. Then the likelihood function 
near the true parameters, ~t = [~t1' ~t2]T, can be written as 
L(C, N) = I,J(~t' N) + ~21 " C - c t 112 + 6 ~. . - v2L 
* . . 
'., The first-order term vanishes because L(C, N) is minimized at , = ~t' 
,*0 
+ f:~J (20) 
where 8 and £ represent higher order term and random errors. 
A reduced parameter Newton-Raphson minimization procedure will now iterate o,n 
Ci1 according to Algorithm (17) unti
l the gradient components <:iLl (not the whole vector > 
VL) is zero. This condition is satisfied when 
(21f " 
Hence, the error covariance of the converged estimate will be 
(22) 
whereP22 = E[(C2 - £'t2) ('2 - £.t2?1 is the a priori covarianc
e matrixof the unidenHfie'cf 
parameter. components and (V2L)U can be shown to be the covariance matriX ~f £1." 
Equation (22) agrees with the full parameter identification theory if P 22 = O. 
Analysis Results 
Results of the pitch axis accuracy study are summarized in Table 12 and Figures 4
 through 
7. The principal result is Table 12 which shows before and after accuracy compa
risons 
for a 0.13 g square wave test signal and true parameters correspondi~g to Flight 
!. " 
, Condition 1. The'table compares a priori parameter uncertainties from Table 11
 
(the "Before" column) with parameter uncertainties obtained after id~ntifying with five 
seconds and ten seconds of observed on-line data (the "After" columns). Scanning these 
numbers shows that only c2, c5' c a, c9, and c10 
can be improved by more thana factor 
of two. Among the first six dynamic parameters. only C~(M8) is improved dramati~ally. 
c 2 (small perturbation for Met) imp
roves marginally. and the res t are barely touched 
at all. The corresponding percentage accuracy at ten seconds for M 8 is 
-41 
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TABLE 12. BASIC II?ENTIFICATION ACCURACY 
Pa.rameter 
c 1 (M ) q 
c 2 (Ma-) 
c 3 (V) 
c 4 (Za-V ) 
c 5 (Ma) 
c 6 (Za V) 
-.... 
-- - -
c 7 (crwg) 
c 8 (M ) 0 
- -- - -
c9 (qo) 
c 10 (a-+<l' ) go 
c ll (a-go) 
0.13 g square wave test signal 
.£t for Flight Condition 1 
40 samples/second 
One sigma uncertainty ('I" = data length) 
Before After 
'I" = 0 sec 'I" = 5 sec 'I" = 10 sec 
0.065 0.0630 0.0620 
0.135 0.0650 0.0560 
31.5 30.5 29.6 
5.0 4.45 4.20 
15.0 1.88' 1.46 
0.750 0.750' 0.740 
-: t- - - - - - - - - - -
6.0 6.0 6.0 
0.125 0.0063 0.0050 
- t- - - - - - - - - - -
0.015 0.0066 0.0067 
0.017 0.0058 0.0053 











If we look at the M 0 parameter alone, its identification accuracy depends on data length 
(as seen above) and also on the true parameter vector ~t. This is shown in Figure 4 
which presents CJM results for three flight conditions plotted as a function of data length. o . 
The most significant point to notice is that MS errors are more or less proportional to 
the true M 0 values. This is consistent with the fig~res in Appendix A which show that 
a priori uncertainties are also proportional to the true values.! It permits us to express 
subsequent identification errors as normalized quantities. The data length dependence 
of Mo errors is also worth noting. Errors are reduced to 20 to 30 percent almost 
immediately and then improve very slowly with time from thereon. As shown later in 
Section 8, it is not possible to use more than five to ten seconds for identification because 
the aircraft parameters can change significantly over such time spans. Hence, the 
accuracies in Table 12 and Figure 4 represent practical lower bounds on explicit on-line 
identification performance. 
The possibility of reduced-parameter identification is examined in Figure ·5. This figure 
was obtained by selectively deleting error parameters from the list of identified unknowns 
but accounting for their uncertainty in subsequent Mo error calculations. The results 
show that many parameters are insignificant with respect to accurate Mo identification. 
In fact, only Mo itself, MO' and the iniUal condition (01 + OIg>O really matter much to 
the accuracy of Mo. This is an important conclusion because it justifies simplified 
identification procedures for use on board the F-8C. 
* The results presented so far include sensor noise .and data uncertainties, but not gusts. 
The latter are added in Figure 6 and improve identification slightly. Figure 6 also shows 
* It should be noted that the maximum likelihood procedure was in all cases set ~p to 




























0.13 g's square wave test signal 
ft for Fel. 10 and 17 
Mc5 = -33 (Fe 10) 
Mc5 = -15 (Fe l) 
o L._':--:---L_~I:::::?J:-~:C::J:=M=c5==r:::-=1=.8~:~==:t::==::J::=~GL~~' _( Fe I7) 
o 5 Seconds 10 
Data ·1 ength 
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~ No gust input 
--6-- 1.82 m/sec RMS gust 
All cases with reduced-parameter identification 
(cS' cs' clO)' and square wave test signal 








. ...... 7 0 "'1>- ... -a::_, . 0 
---6. 
0.52 g's (S.l m/sec2) 
Data length 
Figure 6. Effects of gusts and tes.t signal magnitude. 
effects of test signal magrntude. As expected, larger test signals improve accuracy, 
at least up to a point. About 10 percent error remains even with very large test inputs. 
This is caused by errors in the unidentified model parameters. (Note that Figure 6 
uses reduced-parameter identification.) For purely cyclic test inputs, these paramete1l's 
have identical effects on Ma err..or over each period of the input, and, hence, no improve-
ment occurs with time. 
The latter effect can .be reduced by gustinputs and by using test signals which are not 
cyclic. This is shown in Figure 7, where random test signals are 'compared with square 
waves and sine waves. Both cyclic signals are seen to be inferior torandom commands. 





























All cases with reduced-parameter identification 
and 1.82 m/sec RMS gust 




0.13 g's square wave 
(1. 28 m/sec2) 
Figure 7. Effects 'of test signal type • 
. LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL IDENTIFIABILITY 
Similar accuracy analyses were also conducted for the F-8C lateral-directional axes. 
Results for this case are reported here in abbreviated form. They point to the same 
basic observations--only a few parameters are readily id~ntifiable on-line and those 
have only limited accuracy. 
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The identification model for the lateral-directional axes is shown in Figure 8. Like 
pitch. this model was developed from the original 12-state aircraft linearizations in 
Sectiqn 5.- ' These were first partitioned to separate lateral-directional dynamics. 
The lateral statE!S (P. r. v. ¢. ~. y) were then transformed to (P. r, ~ =~, rfJ ••• y), 
and the fast modes (p, r, ~) were isolated. 
Finally. the model was appended with an approximate lateral gust model, a disturbance 
• I"'tJ '. , 
term (g) to repr~esent g cos e sin¢> gravity inputs, and algebraic sampled output equations 
for the roll and yaw rate gyros and for the lateral accelerometer. 
Like the verticail spectrum, the lateral gust spectrum was approximated from the complete 
Dryden model in Section 5. The approximation follows Equations (7) through (10) exactly 
(except, of course, for symbols) but adds the following additional simplification: 
= -(LV) ~g(t) + «(Jv;) }L ) l1(t) 
v v 
(23) 
In effect, this added Simplification turns the gust derivative into white noise (i. e., a 
flat spectrum). This is pessimistic in the sense that the actual derivative spectrum 
is 'flat at high fr~equencies only and falls off below (V /Lv) rad/sec. 
The gravity disturbance (g> was added in lieu of the bank angle state which was not 
considered to be available for the study (Section 4). 'It was modelled as a first-order 
random process with bandwidth a = 1 sec and rms level O'N = 9.8 m/sec2 . The sensors g ," 
were again assumed to have wide-band noise outputs so that low frequency sampling 
will produce white discrete noise sequences. The rms sensor noise levels were identical 
to the pitph study. 
The lateral-directional model was parameterized in terms of two dominant aircraft 
p~rametet-s--q ~md Mach--and a new set of small perturbation parameters. The trans-
formations ,are again simple linear functions (or quadratic, at worst) with different 
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Figure 8. Lateral-directional identifi<:atlon model. 
TABLB 13. LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL MODEL PARAMETERIZATION 
New parameter 
Original parameter New parameter' 
one sigmaa 
uncertainty 
-q = c1 Ail"Mach c1 0.20 c1 
V = (41 + c 2) ~ Mach < 1 c 2 7.0 
(54: + c 2) \/q Mach> 1 
L = -1,,5 - 0.0071 q+c3 Mach < 1 c3 0.60 P 
O. !i - 0.0071 q+C3 Mach> 1 0.30 
L = 0.44+c4 Mach < 1 c 4 0.26 r 
-0,,03 + c4 Mach> 1 0.020 
LIS = -10 - 0.12 q+C5 All Mach c 5 5.0 
N = -0,,090 - 0.00012 q+c6 Mach < 1 c6 0.025 P 
-0,,025 - 0.00012 q+C6 Mach> 1 0.009 
N
r 
= -0" 10 - 0.00090 q+c7 Mach < 1 c7 0.040 
0.02 - 0.00090 q+C 7 Mach> 1 0.030 
NIS = -2" 3 + 0.019 q+c8 All Mach c 8 1.20 
YISV = (-(]I. 52 + c9) q All Mach c 9 0.060 
Lea = (0.075 + c lO) q Mach < 1 c 10 0.008 
(0.032 + c 10). q 
.-
Mach> 1 0.004 
Lar = (0.029 + c ll) q Mach < 1 c ll 0.004 
(0.014 + cll) q Mach> 1 0.002 
. N6a = ,(0.0038 + c12) q Mach < 1 c 12 0.0006 
(0.0013 + c12 ) q Mach> 1 0.0004 
a Taken to be one-half of the .:t max uncertainty range of the scatter plots. 
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TABLE 13. :Concluded. 
New parameter 
one sigmaa 
Original parameter New parameter uncertainty 
N
ar 
= (-0.013 + c13) q Mach < 1 c 13 ' 0.0020 
(-0.005 + c 13) q Mach> 1 0.0004 
YaaV = (0.0094 + c14) q All Mach c 14 0.0028 
YarV = (0.110 + c15) q Mach < 1 c15 0.016 
(0.042 + c15) q Mach> 1 0.004 
- - - - -
- - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - -
p(t
o
) = c 16 All Mach c16 0.017 
p(t ) = c17 All Mach c17 0.017 ,0 
1*0) + "g(to) = c 18 All Mach c18 0.017 
g (to' = c19 All Mach c19 32.2 
a Taken to be one-half of the.:!:: max uncertainty range of the scatter plots. 
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The primary accuracy results for the lateral-directional axes are summarized in Table 14. 
This table provides a before and after cpmparison of a priori parameter uncertainties 
('I' ;. 0) with tin,certainties obtained after identification with two. five-and 10 seconds of 
on~li):ledata. As in the pitch case. only a few parameters are readily identifiable--two 
out of 16 dynamic parameters (q and ca (N~» and three of four initial conditions. 
Accuracies are again in the 10 percent range. These results were obtained for closed-
loop operation with a simple roll rate control loop. The loop was excited by random 
test signals generating 0.05 gls rms lateral acceleration. The lower level of lateral 
acceleration is: consistent with ride quality requirements.64 
F-'SC IDENTIFIABILITY SUMMARY 
The pitch and lateral-directional identifiability studies led to four major observations: 
• Only a few F-8C parameters can be 'realistically identified in an operational 
on-board setting. These include M and M in pitch and q and N g in lateral. 8 a ~ . 
• Accuracies no better than 10 to 20 percent can be anticipated for the identifiable 
parameters. This accuracy range applies only for the sensor noise. gust 
levels. and test signal magnitudes assumed in the study. of course. It can be 
apprO:l!:imately scaled to other assumptions. however. by noting. in Algorithm 
(9) •. that the covariance matrix is directly proportional to Bk (sensor noise 
variance) and inversely proportional to Vv 'IV T (signal level squared). Using 
this s,~aling. for example. we can expect to get the same accuracy with lower 
·test inputs if we have proportionately cleaner sensors. 
• Reduced-parameter identification can successfully find identifiable parameters 
with li.ttle loss of accuracy. The parameter set in pitch can be reduced to as 
few as three parameters--M8 and two initial conditions. Mo and (a + (!Ig)--
and st.ill provide good M8 estimates. 
.. Random test inputs appear to be superior to .cyclic inputs for reduced-parameter 
identification. 
These res':llts have significant impact on the adaptive control concepts formulated in 
later sections •. 




c3 (L ) P 
c4 (L ) r 
c 5 (L~) 
c6 (N ) P 
c7 (Nr ) 
c8 (N~) 
c9 (Yj3 V) 
c10 (Laa) 
cll (Lar) 
ci2 (N 8a) 
c13 (N ar) 
c14 (Y 8a V) 
c15 (Y ar V) 
- - - -
..... 
c16 (" ) Po 
c17 (r ) 0 
c18 (13+l3g)o 
c19 (go) 
One sigma uncertainty ('T' = data length) 
'T' :;: iJ 'T' = 2 sec 'T' = 5 sec 
60. 33. 26. 
7.0, 6.7 6.6 
0.60 0.58 0.57 
0.26 0.26 0.26 
5.0 4.1 4.1 
0.025; 0.025 0.025 
0,040 0.040' 0.038 
1. 20' 0.66 0.61 
0.060 0.060 0.060 
0.008 0.008 0.008 
0.004 0.004 0,004 
0.0006 0.0006 0.0006 
0.001 0.0009 0.0009 
0, .0028 0.0028 0.0028 
0.016 0.016 0.016 
- - - - - - - - -
-
0.017 0.011 0.011 
0.017 0.003 0.003 
0.017 ' 0.004 0.004 
32. 18. 18. 
FC1 - 0.052g rins random test signal 
0.012 rad/sec rms roll rate 
0.005 rad/sec rms' yaw rate 
--























THE CONTROL LAW STRUCTURE 
The optimal control laws of the CCVtJackage were used as a basis in designing the 
adaptive control laws. The major difference being that the gains scheduled with air-
data quantities lire replaced with gains determined by the adaptive concepts. 
The pitch and luteral-directional control 4l.ws will be described below. Thes.e designs 
are explained ill greater detaii in Reference 2. 
PITCH CONTROL AUGMENTATION SYSTEM 
The structure elf the pitch control law is shown in Figure 9. It is a C*-model-following 
design that was designed with linear quadratic optimal control theory. Signal shaping 
and an integrat~)r were included in the optimal control problem formulation to satisfy 
design specifications. The optimal design has been redrawn here to illustrate the 









NSS = Apparent neutral speed stability 
Figure 9. Pitch CAS structure. 
sum of normal acceleration and pitch rate multiplied by V (the "crossover" 
co 
velocity), a constant of 324 ft/sec. The normal acceleration is lagged and a lead-
lag compensation is applied to pitch. rate. Values for these filters resulted from 
the quadratic design. Apparent netural speed s~ability is provided by generating 
an integration in the forward path of the elevator control system. This is 
mechanized by positive feedback of the elevator secondary servo position. In 
actual operation, the average position is used since the F8-C has a split horizontal 
tail surface. The loop gain (GC*) was previously scheduled with dynamic pressure 
as shown in Figure 10. For the two explicit adaptive concepts, this gain is adjusted 
from estimates of elevator surface effectiveness. For the implicit concept 
(high-gain limit cycle), the gain is adjusted to remain at or near critical gain. 
The specific values of the filters are given in Figure 11 for the digital pitch CAS 
at a. 32 sps sample rate. which was the rate on the F-8C simulator. The flight 
computer wi1l operate at 50 sps. The analog equivalents of the digital filters 
are indicated in parenthesis. 
LATERAL-DiRECTIONAL CONTROL AUGMENTATION SYSTEM .. 
The structure of the lateral-directional CAS used with each of the adaptive 
concepts is shown in Figure 12 in a standard block diagram form. This design 
resulted from a reduced measurement solution of an optimal control problem. 
The full-state optimal contro1ler was designed to fo1low an explicit ro1l rate 
model and to minimize Sideslip and lateral acceleration for ro1l stick commands. 
The resulting design produced good turn coordination and Dutch ·roll damping over 
the entire flight envelope. 
For implementation on the F-8C. the full-state design was simplified to use a 
reduced set of measurements. The reduced measurements consisted of P. r. 




were modified to be a . simple function of angle-of-attack. This eliminated any 
need for true airspeed or attitude measurements. Details are contained in 
Reference 2. 
For use with the adaptive control laws, the feedback ga~ns of the reduced measure-
ment CAS were grouped into a single-loop gain that is now a function of surface 

























" '" Linear critical gain 
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Figure 11. Pitch CAS. 
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The two explicit adaptive concepts determine the loop gain from surface effective-
ness estimates in the pitch axis. The limit cycle operates with a gain changer in 
the roll axis that keeps GLA 'E., near critical gain. The yaw axis loop gain is 
slaved to the roll axis. The di~itallateral-directional design is shown in 
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Figure 14. Lateral-directional CAS. 







THE MLE DESIGN 
One of the three candidate adaptive concepts selected at the outset of the design program 
was intended to explore modern estimation-theoretic methods for explicit parameter 
identification. These were to be combined with simple algebraic gain update calculations 
to make up the complete adaptive concept. After some initial experimentation with 
two identification approaches. maximum likelihood estimation and nonlinear filtering 
(the latter largely unsuccessful), it was decided to base the concept on maximum 
likelihood metbods. The resulting adaptive controller design is described in this section. 
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD IDENTIFICATION 
We have already introduced the general process of maximum likelihood identification 
in Section 6. ' The prinCiple is to find parameter estimates which maximize the a 
~osterioriprobability distribution for the observed outputs conditioned on the unknowns 
and the measured inputs, i. e •• 
,. 
c (24) 
When the unknowns are constant and the plant dynamics are linear. this maximization 
'problem leads to the solution shown in Figure 15. 42• 43 The solution consists of a 
Kalman filter designed for the true system structure but with parameters equal to· an 
estimate.£ = C. The filter tracks the true system outputs and generates a residual 
sequence {'Ilk '= Yk - Yk k = 1. 2 ••.•• }. This sequence is accumulated into a 
likelihood function. 
(25) 
! which is then minimized over the parameter estimate C. 
At first glance. this solution appears ideal.for on-board applications. The Kalman 
filter is relatively simple and runs recursively, processing data samples as they appear. 
The same is true for the likelihood accumulation operation. The difficulty. of course. 
is the last step of the solution: the minimization. This :r;-eqilires repeated or parallel 
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Figure 15. Maximum likelihood estimation. 
Parameter 
estimates 
proc~ssing through the data and adds significantly to computational complexity. 
Approaches to :minimization and the equations involved are discussed further below. 
Minimization Algorithms 
Two algorithms were considered for the likelihood minimization operation: 1) iterative 
Newton-Ri:l.phson calculations, and 2) parallel non-iterative calculations. The first 
algorithm is illustrated in ~igure 16. It begins by collecting a sequence of input/output 
data, 
(26) 
The Kalman filter is then run with parameters c equal to a priori estimates, c = (.0 = c • 
- - -0 
This generates the likelihood function, L. At the same time, a set of sensitivity 
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Figure 16. Newton-Raphson minimization (Algorithm 1). 
vL and V2L (some form of approximation is usually used to simplify equations for the 
latter). These derivatives are then used to obtain a new parameter estimate using a 
standard Newton-Raphson formula. The filtering. accumulation. and Newto~-Raphs?n 
operations are performed repeatedly for the same data set until convergence is achieved. 
, 
The data set itself is usually kept current by a "sliding window" process which increments 
the lower and upper indices of the input/output sequences (Figure 16) while keeping 
the total number of samples, N. unchanged. The overall algorithm has been implemented 
successfully fo;t' various post-flight data processing applications. 42. 43 
The second algorithm is illustrated in Figure 17 i It achieves· the same 'end res ult 
as Algorithm 1 but replaces iterative calculations with parallel ones. The sequence 
of input/output observations is sent simultaneously to IVi Kalman filter channels. each 
with its own sensitivity calculations and likelihood accumu1ations~ The channels are . 
distinguished by their assumed parameter values. Each one operates with a different 
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Figure 17. Non-iterative parallel minimization (Algorithm 2). 
* fixed point in parameter space. The likelihood functions at these points are then 
. . 
compared to find the approximate minimum point. and a single Newton-Raphson step 
is taken from there to estimate. the true extremum. 
As in Algorithm 1 •. some procedure must generally be added to keep the processed 
data current. This is done in Figure 17 by high-pass operations which provide 
exponential de-weighting of past accumulated data samples. This can be·.contrasted 
.'. . ". " 
with the above-mentioned sliding window process. which provides uniformweightihg 
for the past Nsamples and zero weighting for all earlier ones. While not proposed 
in the exact format of Figure 17. general parallel estimation structures have been 
suggested ill several references. 3. 26. 65. 66 
Assuming that we have a well-posed identification problem (i. e •• L(C. N) has a unique 
minimum at (; = ~t as N -+ =). it is clear that both algorithms will perform ,the desired 
estimation function. They have important differences. however. which favor Algorithm 2 
for on-board application. The chief differences are: 
• Recursiveness--Algorithm 2 is completely recursive. It proces~e§l data 
samples as they appear and needs no data base storage and data base manage-
ment operations as required in Algorithm 1. 
• Iteration--Algorithm 1 is iterative. This leaves both the data processing 
now and computing time uncertain. and it raises convergence issues. In 
contrast. the computation flow and time of Algorithm 2 are completely defined 
and inviolate from cycle to cycle. 
• AccuracyuBoth algorithms can find the minimum with arbitrary accuracy 
if given enough iteratiolls or enough channels. respectively. However. for 
equal computing time (the number of iterations equal to the number of channels). 
Algorithm 1 is probably better. 
As criteria for on-board application. Items 1 and 2 far outweigh th~ importance of 
Item 3. This is especially true because the location of the minimum of a realization 
of L(C. N) is itself so inaccurate (Section 6) that errors made in finding the minimum 
contribute little to overall identification error. Hence. it was decided to proceed with 
the parallel MLE algorithm. 
* The enclosed superscript (1) is used to denote variables and parameter values for 
Channel i. 
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Filter, Sensitivity. and Likelihood Equations 
The basic data processing equations which must be solved by each filter channel are 
summarized i.n this subsection. They are stated in terms of general symbols correspond-
ing to the following discretized plant equations: 
(27) 
The matrices A. B. r. H. D. and N should all be thought of as dependent functions of 
the parameter vector £. Then the channel equations are: 
Filter equations ,67 
(28) 
" -
xk+1 = xk+1 + K k+1 \)k+1 
Sensitivity equations for each component c of c (derived by differentiating (28) p -
with reSI)ect to c ). 
. P 
'lpXk+1 = A'lik + ('VpA)Xk + ('lpB)uk 
(29) 
Filter gains, 67 
- T 
P k+ 1 = A P k A + r r 
(30) 
- T -1 








T . -1 / T . -1 
V'Lk+1 = IJ.V'Lk + V'\lk+1 Bk+1 vk+1 + 1 2 Trace (vk+1 vk+1 - B k+1) V'(Bk+1) 
.. 2 L • 2 T-1 
V' k+1 = IJ.V' Lk + V'\lk+1 Bk+1 V'\lk+1 
with IJ. = exp (-/;;.t!-r) for exponential de-weighting of past data. The choice of 'l'is 
discussed later in this section. 
These equations warrant two explanatory comments. First, there are no sensitivity 
equations for the filter gains. This is because the matrix V'K was computed by numerical 
differentiation throughout the design program. i. e •• 
V' K = [K(c + A e ) - K(c')]/A p - pp - p 
where e is a unit vector in the i-th coordinate direction and A was chosen small p p 
compared to the range of c • 
P 
Second. since V'2L must be a derivative of V'L. it is evident that the last equation in 
(31) includes approximations. All second-partial derivatives and products of derivatives 
have been ignored. This is a common approximation for so-called modified Newton-
Raphson procedures37 and has the important advantage of eliminating sec~nd-parti.al 
derivative sensitivity equations. It is also common practice to eliminate the last term 
of the V'L equation and to replace the filter gain equations with their steady state solutions. 
These additional approximations are considex:ed later. 
IDENTIFIER .DESIGN FOR THE F- Be 
In view of the identifiability results in Section 6 and the known scheduiing requirements 
of the control laws (Section 7). a specific implementation of Algorithm 2 was developed 
for the pitch axis only and for a reduced-parameter set with three components. Design 
. . 
details and trade~offs for this identifier are presented below. Key design issues include: 
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• Identification models. 
• Channel selection. 
• Kalman filter design. 
• Adaptation to noise statistics, and 
• Likelihood filters. 
Identification Models 
Following Section 6, a simplified short-period model was chosen to represent the pitch 
plant dynamics (27). 
State equations: 
q M M 0 1 q M6 0 0 0 q 0/ 
O/+ot 1 Zcv 1 0 cv+ot Z6 V21 0 0 d g g 
dt' = + 6 + T} 
g/V 0 0 0 0 g/V 0 0 V32 0 
MO. 0 0 0 0 MO 0 0 0 V43 
(32) 
Measuremen.ts: 
qm 1 0 0 0 q 0 a 0 0 q 
y': n = dlV1 dM -Z V 0 d cv+cv + dM6-ZaV 6k + 0 a 0 ~k k zm .q cv 0/ g nz 
6 0 
m 




k = 0, 1, 2, ••• (tk+! - tk) = lit 
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)' and noisy sampled algebraic sensors for pitch rate. normal acceleration, 
and·elevator surface position •. Turbulence is again modelled as an approximated 
Dryden spectrum without the low frequency drop-off in its derivative, i. e., 
d 0' = dt g 
Hence Y21 (J;;J V~ 
w 
(34) 
The trim terms (which according to Section 6 must be included for accurate reduc.ed'" 
parameter identification) are appended as slowly varying states with Brownian motion 
representations. The term g/V was given a variance growth rate proportional to roll 
angle variance, and Mo has a variance growth rate proportional to the variance of the 
; trim pitching moment due to control. Hence, 
All sensor noises are modelled as independent and identically distributed random 
variables from sample to sample. Their magnitudes (J ,(J • (Ja as well as the q nz 
disturbance magnitudes (J , (J , (Ja were treated as design parameters. 
w cP trm 
(35) 
Using Section 6, Table 11. the identification model was parameterized in terms of M a 
; and two small-perturbation parameters for MO' and V. The parameter M a was· chosen 
I because it is most identifiable and also most important for control. Mev was chosen 
because it falls next in the hierarchy of identifiability. Velocity was included because it 
is desirable for lateral control. However, since V is not readily identifiable from the 
pitch axis alone, we cannot expect much in the way of accuracy. The rest of the 
perturbations in Table 11 were assumed to be zero for reduced-param,eter identification. 
The parameterization was al~o modified to accountfor quasi~static flexibility of the 
airframe (not included in Section 6). This phenomenon reduces all control effectiveness 
terms at highdyn;:l.mic pressure (high Ma) and can be accounted for by expressing the 
model in terms of an "un-flexed" Mao parameter instead of Madirectly. The resulting 
parameterization is summarized on the following page. 
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M~ (1 +0.016 M +0.0002 M~ 2) 
vO tp. vO 
• .tf. 
-0.23 + (0.028 - 0.017 c2) M~o 
(36) 
c1 Mao 
c2 ,,{ ~ subsonic supersonic 
c = ~:~ = c2 (37) 
c:3 c3 
{ 0 subsonic cg !::: 
.. 60 supersonic 
Channel Selectilon 
. The thr.ee-dim4~nsional parameterization above generates a parameter space illustrated 
in Figure 18. The space consists of two regions. one for subsonic and the other for 
supersonic flight. There is also a loose interconnection through which the aircraft 
migrates rapidly in the transonic flight regime. The problem of channel selection is to 
choose both thEI number: and the location of points in this space at which to operate 
Kalmari filter a.nd sensitivity equations. Criteria for this choice are derived from the 
.. interpolation function of the channels. We obviously want as few channels as possible. 
but they must be close enough together to be able to interpolate throughout the space. 
For the F-8C problem. a bit of experimentation showed that the c2 andc3 directions 
could be readi~y interpolated from channels located at their nominal values. i. e .•. 
(0. 0) or (1. 6(1). The Mao direction. however. requires several channels~ each 
positioned so that it interpolates over an M 60 region which is a fixed percentage of 
its nominal value. This follows from results in Section 6 which indicate that accuracy, 
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(percentage ac(~uracy is constant). Using these findings ahd a 50 percent interpolation 
range for . each channel gives the followi?g candidate M 50 values: 
M (4) = •. 40/1.5 60 . 
M (3) = lV[ (4)/2 25 
80 50 • 
M . (2) = 1\1[ (3)/2 :25 
·80 50 •. 
M (1):. M (2)/225 





These values must be combined with (c1• c 2) = (0. 0) for subsonic flight and (c1• c2) = 
(1. 60) for supEirsonic •.. A total of five channels are required--one for supersonic. 
which,has an M50 range entirely covered by interpolation about M50(5) = M50 (4). and 
four for subsonic. The resulting channel locations are shown in Figure 18. 
Kalman Filter Design 
According to Algorithm 2. a fixed set of Kalman filter and sensitivity equations must 
be operated at Elach settif parameter values shown in Figure 18. While the design of 
these filters is straightforward. the following features of the F-8 design are worth 
noting. 
Time Invariancl~--A few experiments showed that steady state filter gains achieve 
almost the saml~ speed of convergence (of the identifier) as time-varying gains. Hence. 
Equations (30) were replaced by their steady state equivalents (set k+l = k) and solved 
off-line. Stored values of K and VK are used in the on-line identifier. 
Self-Initialization--When the adaptive mode is engaged. the filter and sensitivity 
equations in eac.h channel are initialized on the basis of current sensor outputs 
(q • n • 5 ). This step avoids long channel transients associated with the slow 
m 21m ' . 
trim sta~~s. g/V and Mo' The initialization assumes that the aircraft is in equilibrium 
at the time ofengageroent (i. e .• x = 0). which gives the following equations for each 
channel:' 
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q(O) = ~ 
a(O) = -[n + (ZaV)8 )/(Z'V) zm . m a 
s... (0) 
(3in* 
= -[A21 ~ + (A22 -' 1) a(O) + B21 8ml/A23 V 
M (0). = -[(AU-I) ~ + A12 a(O) + BU 8m]/A14 0 
vq(O) = 0 
va(O) = -[(Za V) a(O) + V(Z 8 V) 8ml I (Za V) 
* (39) ...... . 
Noise Statistics--The filter gains f()r each channel were designed fo~ tbe;f61l()wing 
assumed noise statistics: 
Sensor Noise 
C1q = 0.0026 rls 
Disturbanc;:es 
cr = 6.0 ftls (1.83 m/s). w . 
C1 = 0.017 rad 
cp 
C1 8trm :: 0.001 rad 
.' . l' 
C1 8 = O. 0008 rad 
, ... ,,'." ;:. 
"/0 ~." ".' ' 
* '. 
:. '." ,,i,': 
The Aij symbols in these equations refer to elements of the discretized dyJ:lamicS . 
matrix corresponding to Equatiot'l (32)" . , ' 
l' The Kalman filter Equations (28) treat uk = 8k as perfectly known. The act
ual me~su~;; 
ment. of course. is noisy. This was recognlzed by adding the control measureme
nt .. ' 
error as an extra random disturbance in the discrete model Equation (27). i. e •• 
x k+1 = AXk + BUmk + (r 11k - Bs 8k) (27'). 
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Since these numbers are fixed for al1 op~rating conditions (i. e •• with and without sensor 
noise. with and without gusts. with slow or fast trim changes. etc.). they represent 
experimental compromises over many simulation runs. As seen later in the performance 
summaries, some performance benefit can be gained by adapting these statistics to the 
environmental situation. 
State Estimate Interpolation.--Since each filter operates at a fixed location in parameter 
space, no one of them provides proper state estimates unless the parameters happen 
to fall close to one of the channels. This difficulty is alleviated, at least for the 01 
estimate. by interpolating between adjacent channels. Because trim angles-of-attack 
are inversely r,elated to M50, the following interpolating function was chosen: 
(40) 
The coefficients a 1 and a 2 for this function are computed from estimates of 01 at two 
adjacent channels (i.j) and then inserted back into (40). The resulting formula is: 
" (M - M(i»; (M(j) t) + (M (j) - iII ) ;(M(i) t) 
" 50 50· 50' 50 50 50' 
01. (M 50' t) = (41) 
(M (j) - M (i» 
50 50 
Adaptation to Proportional Noise Statistics 
We noted in the filter design section that fixed statistics were used to compute filter 
gains. This is desirable because it generates an invariant set of gains for each channel 
which can be cCimputedoff-line and stored for on-line use. Invariant gains are actually 
obtained under slightly less restrictive circumstances--namely. when the disturbance 
and noise statistics remain in constant relationship to one another. This means that 
a filter for disturbances statistics (crw' cr , cr. • cr ) and sensor noise statistics 
cP utrm 5 
(cr., cr ) remains unchanged when those statistics are changed to (crcrw' crcr • ocr 5t • qnz cp rm 
crcr.) and (crcr , ercr ) for arbitrary cr. As a result, the total identification algorithm 
u q nz 
designed for one set of statistics can still be valid when those statistics are scaled 
up or down', provided only that the likelihood functions are also scaled. This can be 
.done adaptively as described in the following paragraphs. 
Assume that alll statistics are known to within a constant scale factor cr. Then the 
likelihood function, in terms of the us ual unknowns (!:.) and the new unknown cr. is given by 
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L = 1/2 
N TB-1 2 
!: (\lk -2- \lk + tn det (j B) k=l (j 
(42) 
We find estimates for ~ and (j in the usual way by letting 
(43) 
N T 2 B- 1 
!: 1/2 Trace (\lk \lk -(j B) (-2 -3-) k=1 (j 
The last equation yields the solution 
"2 
(j = J/rN 
with 
J(~. N) ~ (44) 
where r is the number of measurements and N is the length of the data sample. The. 
. * 2 product rN is the degree of freedom in the quadratic form (44). The & estimate 
can now be used to scale the likelihood function; i. e •• 
,,2 N T 1 "2 2 (j L = !: (\I B- \lk + (j tn det B + constants) k=1 k 
(45) 
In the F-8identifier. Equation (44) is evaluated at the minimum likelihood channel in 
order to estimate; 2. This estimate is then used to scale all channel likelihood function: 
via Equation (45), before subsequent comparisons of these functions are· made. 
* Because the actual likelihood functions are being filtered. the degrees of freedom 
in the identifier are different fromrN. They are determined by passing the constant 




Figure 17 shows a high-pass filtering operation on the accumulated likelihoods in each 
channel of Algorithm 2. This operatiq,!!.. .. ~e~ps the accumulations current by exponentially 
de-weighting the past •. The rate at which de-weighting occurs (or the choice of time 
constants for the high pass) is determined by two conflicting requirements: 
1. A well-defined •. correct minimum of the likelihood function requires slow 
de-wei.ghting.! , 
2. Small 'tracking' errors when aircraft parameters change requires fast de-
weighting. 
Tne first requirement exists because likelihood functions do not necessarily have 
mlnima in the correct place (i. e •• at.£ = '£t) for short data samples. Some ex~mples 
o~,this behavior are given in Figure 19. The figure shows plots of experimental likeli-
," ", . 
hood functions taken during our identifiability studies. The functions were accumulated 
. '-~ '. 
wtthout de-weighting and are shown at several time points. It is clear that times shorter 
than three to five seconds can give dramatically incorrect answers. It should be noted 
tli~t this phenomenon is not inconsistent with maximum likelihood theory. The theory 
guarantees correct answers only asymptomatically. 
The second' reqllirement is less esoteric. As the aircraft changes flight condition. 
its parameters change in ramp-like fashion. The accumulated likelihood functions 
will then be out of data and cause parameter estimates to lag behind the true parameter 
values. The fa~lter we de';'weight accumulated data. the less the lag. 
The design compromise. for these requirements is a de-weighting time constant of five 
seconds. This :satisfies the experimental curves in Figure 19 and produces 30 percent 
" lag errors in M 50 when the aircraft is accelerated with full afterburner starting at 
Flight Condition 5. (Traces for this maneuver are shown later in this section •. ) Errors 
in M50 of the order of 30 percent are quite tolerable for scheduling the control laws in 
Section 7. , It should be recognized. however. that the F-8C can be maneuvered so as to 
produce substantially faster flight transitions, and hence we must maintain tolerance 
in the control laws for errors well above 30 percent. 
In addition to low frequency de-weighting of accumulated likelihoods. it was also found 
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Figure 19. Concluded. 
responses) from being accumulated. This was. done by adding relatively high frequency, 
low-pass filter to the accumulat~on and high-pass network. The total likelihood filter 
then takes the following (digital) form: 
Unity gain low pass 
'1' = O. 6 se~ 
1J.2 = exp (-AlO.6) 
Accumulation and 
high pass 
'1' = 5 sec 
IJ. = exp (-t./5) 
(46) 
The symbols t:. ek, t:.ek• and ek denote generic inputs, intermediate states, and outputs, 
respectively. The filter is actually used to generate all likelihood functions, 
L (i) i = 1, 2, ••• 5, .and all components of 'VL and 'V2L. 
CONTROL LAW ADJUSTMENT 
To complete the adaptive concept, the identifier described above was combined with a 
siInple control gain calculation. Both pitch and lateral gains are adjusted as a function 
of the primary identified parameter, Mao' In the pitch axis, the basic CCV control law 
gain schedule is utilized, but with a somewhat higher gain ratio •. The CCV schedule 
(Section 7) calls for 
G = 0.158 
c* _ 
q 
This was replaced with the schedule 
G =~. 
c* " cr 
0.015 (47) 
where the conversion from q to M is based on the F-8C's .very good. linear q - M~ 60 . uO 
relationship shown in the scatter plots of Appendix' A (q ~ -23 M 60)' Tbegain schedule 
(46) is a little mo;re than twice as high as the CCV schedule, yet it still provides well 
above six db of stability margin. For additional protection, the schedule is restricted 
toa maximum gain output of 
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0.35 G = 
c* max 100 0.0035 
and to a minimum gain of 
G = 0.35 = 0.00058 
c* min -600 
Similarly • .the lateral gain was defined by the following schedule: 
120 
= --,,-- (48) 
This is automatically restricted to the range 
120 G :!> 120 = 
1.20= 100:!> LAT 600 0.20 
by the limits imposed on G , 
C)'(. 
SIGNIFICANCE ~[,ESTS 
Although the abov"e schedules provide ample stability margin when the identifier is 
wo:r:king properly. they do not exclude system instabilities for extreme identification 
"errors such as might occur with no signals present in the control loop. To protect 
against this possibility. a self-checking feature was added to the i'ientifier which monitors 
the statistical significance of M80 estimates. This self check calculates approximate 
theoretical probabilities that the true parameter values fall into the range covered by 
each channel. Whenever this probability exceeds a specified threshold (10~6) for any 
channel~ the upper G
c
* limit is reset to a gain value low enough to assure stability for 
true parameters actually, in the range of that channel. The calculations associated with 
the self-check operation are summarized below. 
Probability Derivations 
Let Pr(i) dEmote the conditional probability that the true parameters are actually in the 
range n(i) covered by Channel i. This probability is defined by 
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(49) 
Here p( ') is the a priori probability distribution for parameter vector.£.. This distribu-
tion can be assumed to be uniform with equal probability for each channel range; i. e •• 
A (1) J d, = 11M ' 
, (i) 
n 
Then (48) reduces to 
(51) 
Next. it is convenient to divide through by Pr(i*l_ 1 (i* denotes the min-L 'cha~el) .' 
and to take natural logs: 
(52) 
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This final equation forms the basis for the significance test. Since we want to detect 
cases for which Pr(i) > 10-6, it suffices tp test for 
and to reset Gc* max whenever this test-4'ails. 
Gain Limit Reset 
The actual limit imposed on G
c
.* in the event that the significance test fails is given by 
(i) 
G * = -0.039/1.5 M~ c max uo (54) 
This is eight db above the standard schedule, Equation (47), evaluated at the maximum 
I Mao I value covl~red by Channel i. Of course, if the significance test fails for several 
channels, then the smallest limit applies. 
DESIGN REFINEMENTS 
The identifier and control laws described above were tested on linear simulations in 
Minneapolis and IOn the nonlinear F-8 simulator at Langley Research Center with a 
high degree of success. They only posed one serious problem--computing time. On 
the CDC-6600 computers at both simulation facilities, the ideiltifier consumed approximately 
four to six msec per control cycle. Roughly scaled to the F-8C's IBM AP-101 machine, 
this corresponds to 20 to 30. msec and exceeds the total frame time available at the nominal 
50 Hz update ratE! planned for F-8C flight tests. A serious effort was therefore under-
taken to develop design refinements which would reduce running time of the identifiE7.r. 
Three such refinements were developed: 
1. Single-channel sensitivity calculations, 
2. Multi-ra.te structures, and 
3. Index-free Fortran code for primary channel calculations. 
These refinements reduce CDC computing times for the complete adaptive concept to 
approximately one msec/cycle. They are discussed in detail in the following pages. 
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Single Channel Sensitivities 
Since interpolation between channels of Algorithm 2 utilizes sensitivities from the min-L 
channel only. it is clear that a great -deal of redundant computing is being done in the 
,. 
other channels. Redundant opera.tions include sensitivity calculations for <:]X and likeli-
hood accumulations for 'ii'L and 'ii'2 L • These operations have been eliminated by providing 
a data hand-off procedure which allows one channel's sensitivity calcula~iQns to be 
started up and another's terminated whenever a channel change occurs. The. transition 
occurs smoothly and without severe estimator transients. It is accomplished with the 
following transfer sequence from Channel j to Channel i at time tk: 
1. Initialize ~ (tk) in Channel i 
Equations (39) with states q(O) and cr(O) replaced by their current estimates 
from Channel i. q (i) (tk>, ~ (i) (tk>. 
2. Transfer Accumulated \72L Matrix from Channel j to Channel i 
where· 




--"-(=0)"-)' I, I} 
M 1 
50 
p = 1.10 - exp (-tk!5) 
(55) 
Matrix T adjusts the implied estimation accuracy of the transferred second-
partials matrix. Basically, the accuracy is increased for every trans~er in 
order to avoid rapid estimation transients. However, larger increases are 
used for transfers from high to low I M I values, and actual decreases are 50 
used early in a flight (through the parameter p). The larger increases preserve 
the identifier's constant percentage error property (Section 6), while the decrease 
speeds initial convergence. 
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3. Compute New vL Vector for" Channel i 
(56) 
This equation assures that--the.identifier will interpolate to the current estimate 
.£k from the new channel immediately after transfer. Hence the parameter 
estimate remains continuous. 
After transfer, the propagation of v;;. and accumulation of vL and V2L proceed as ~ormal 
in Channel i, starting from the initial conditions vi (tk),VLk (i), and v2Lk (i) defined 
above. The same calculations in Channel j are terminated. 
Multi-rate Structure 
The second timesaving refinement of the adaptive concept consists of a rearranged 
sequence of computation. Since many operations do not need t~ be repeated at every 
control samplEl time, the calculations were broken into six separate groups, each 
containing those calculations which must be performed at every minor cycle plus a subset 
of calculations which can be performed less frequently. These six groups are then 
executed sequentially, one per minor cycle. The resulting multi-rate structure is 
illustrated in simplified flow diagram form in Figure 20. 
Fortran: Implementation-
Other substantial time savings were achieved with modified Fortran code. In partic~lar. 
a separate subrouti!}e was prepared to implement five Kalman filter equations and One 
set· of sensitivity equations in index-free Fortran. This subroutine accomplishes all 
minor cycle calculations shown in Figure 20. 
Figure 20 also illustrates several other features of the final identifier implementation. 
These include: 
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1. Temporary likelihood accumulation for each minor cycle in order to prevent 
data loss between likelihood filter updates (which occurs once per six minor 
cycles:), 
·2. Limits on ~ 2to prevent excessively large noise level estimates induced by 
model mismatch at the min-L channel, 
1--------, 
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Cycle 4: Newton-Raphson correction 
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Cycle 5: Significance test 
Figure 20. Continued.· 
Alpha interpolation 
Equation 41 with 
i ~ i*, j = i* ± 1 
Pitch gain schedule 
Gc* ~ -O.OlS/M.so 
!:.i!Il.lli. 
0.00058 :: Gc* ~ Gc*m~x 
a 
Lateral gain schedule Glat 
Glat ~ 343 Gc* 
+ 
Cycle 6: Gain and state update 
Figure 20. Concluded. 
3. Hysteresis on channel transfer decisions to prevent chattering when two chan~els 
have nearly equal likelihood functions. 
4. Addition of small diagonal' elements to 'V-2L in order to assure invertability. 
and 
,. 
5. Limits on.£ to protect against gross estimation errors. 
MLE CONCEPT PERFORMANCE 
The complete adaptive control concept was verified with extensive nonlinear simulation 
trials on NASA Langley's F-8 simulator. 59 System performance was assessed with 
respect to four "measures of goodness:'.' 
• Identification accuracy at fixed flight conditions, 
• Convergence characteristics, 
• Tracking characteristics for standard flight transitions, and 
• Response to major maneuvers and configuration changes. 
The controller was also "flown" under pilot control from the iron bird and under 
simulated relaxed-static-stability conditions. 
Accuracy at Fixed Flight Conditions 
Identification performance (and thus control gain accuracy) were verified by subjecting 
the closed-loop adaptive control system to a standard sequence of test conditions while 
in trimmed flight at various fixed flight conditions. The test conditions consisted of a 
period of quiet. followed by a 20 ft/sec 2 (6.1 m/sec2) C*-comm~nd doublet. followed by 
a period of six ft/sec (1.83 m/sec) atmospheric turbulence, followed by another command 
doublet. This entire sequence was run with and without sensor noise, and each run 
included a small random test signal inserted at the C*-command point., 
Accuracy tests were run at five flight conditions: FC1, FC5. FC8. FCI0, and power 
i approach, FC17. Strip chart recordings for. these flights are shown in Figures 45 
through 54 iIi Appendix B. Each run is described by two pages of recordings. The 
first page shows major aircraft variables. and the second shows variables from the 
adaptive control law. 
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Performance summaries of the accuracy tests are given in Tables 15 through 18 for 
FCI. FC5. FeB. and FClO. respecti'Vely. These tables show estimation error percentages 
for the various test conditions. The errors were computed by comparing linearized 
derivatives (Ma • M ) or actual quantities from the simulation(q. V. «) with estimated o ~ A' A A A 
values. The ,~stimates M •• M • V. and <l were taken directly from the identifier. 
vO 01 . 
and ~wL was synthesized as follows: 
O'wL = ; + 0.5 
The summary tables show basic accuracies of 10 to 20 percent. which a~e very consistent 
with the predictions in Section 6. Poorest performance occurs at max~q "on-the-deck" 
(FClO), wherEl M errors and q errors are as high as 30 percent and velocity errors 50 
are as high as 40 percent. These errors are well within the stability margins of the 
control laws. 
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TABLE 15. MLE IDENTIFICATION ACCURACY SUMMARY AT 
FIXED FLIGHT CONDITIONS 
FCI 
Parameter error (percent) 
-Conditions M V q M50 « «wL 
Quiet 2 0 10 4 1 
Turbulence only B 7 2 8 
SenBor noise only 5 4 10 15 
Turbulence plus 10 7 2 1 
sensor noise 
Pilolt doublets 2 4 2 6 
Resolution of percent 1 4 8 3 5 
error calculation 
TABLE 16. MLE IDENTIFICATION ACCURACY SUMMARY AT. 
FIXED FLIGHT CONDITIONS 
FC5 
~i Parameter error (percent) 
'Conditions -. M ·M V ;q 50 01 "'wL 
Quiet 2 5 B B B 
Turbulence only 5 5 8 2 
Sensor noise only 10 5 7 17 
Turbulence plus 10 5 7 3 
sensor noise 
Pilot doublets 4 5 7 B 
Resolution of percent 1 11 
error calculation 15 5 
5 
TABLE 17. MLE IDENTIFICATION ACCURACY SUMMARY AT 
FIXED FLIGHT CONDITIONS 
FCB 
Parameter error (percent) 
Conditions - M50 M V q 01 OIwL 
Quiet 16 0 2 1 4 
Turbulence only 22 6 6 1 
Sensor noise only 15 0 2 4 
Turbulence plus 30 12 2 4 
sensor noise 
Pilot doublets 15 0 2 4 
Resolution of percent 1 3 2 2 16 
error calculation . 
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TABLE 18. MLE IDENTIFICATION ACCURACY SUMMARY AT 
FIXED FLIOlIT CONDITIONS 
FClO 
, Parameter error (percent) 
"" 
-Conditions q Mao M a v awL 
Quiet 2 2 17 40 3 
Turbulence on~y 20 23 9 23 
Sensor noise only 30 29 5 29 
Turbulence plus 15 23 9 23 
sensor noise 
Pilot doublets 4 6 9 29 
Resolution of percent 1 2 4 3 9 
err,or calculation 
Convergence Characteristics 
To verify c,omrergence characteristics. the initial L. vL. and v2L functions of the 
-identifier wer,e set to zero" and the initial min-L index. i*. was set to a channel not 
covering the true flight condition. This was done for several combinations of channels 
and flight conditions and for various inputs. Strip chart recordings for these tests are 
given in Figures 55 and 56 in Appendix B. and the performance results are summarized 
in Table 19. Convergence times at or below one second were realized in all cases. It 
is particularly interesting to observe convergence characteristics obtained for C*-doublets 
without test signals (Figure 56. Runs 104 and 77). For these cases. the identifier 
drifts. until thEl first command occurs and then responds almost immediately with proper 
estimates (and control gains). Comparing the initial transient with subsequent ones 
shows no majclr differences. This rapid response to commands may make it possible 
to operate, the control loop without any test exitation. More experimentation will be 
required. however. to substantiate this potential~ 
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From To 800/0 
Run Condition \ channel Fe (sec) 
71 C*-doub1ets 4 5 :!i:l 
68 99% turbulence 4 5 :!i:1 
103 C*-doublets 4 1 :!i: 1 
104 C*-doublets 4 1 a.< 1 
no test signal 
77 C*-doublets 2 1 a<l 
no test signal 
74 99% turbulence 2 1 < 1 
a . 
Meas ured from occurance of first command. 
Tracking 
To verify tracking capabilities. the aircraft was flown through two standard flight 
transitions : 
1. Max accelerations with full afterburner starting in trimmed flight at FC5. and 
2. Half-power deceleration starting in trimmed flight at FC8. 
Both transitions were flown with the CAS engaged (with zero C*-command). For the 
first tranSition. this produces rapid acceleration and a. gentle climb to about 27.000 
to 28.000 feet (8. 5K m) altitude and barely supersonic speed. The s,econd transition 
produces slow decelerations to subsonic speeds with little change in altitude. 
Each transition.was flown in quiet air. in 99 percent turbulence. and with 99 percent 
turbulence and sensor noise. All cases included a small C*-test signal. Strip charts 
for these cases are again given in Appendix B. Figures 57 through 59 cover the first 
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transition, and Figures 60 through 62 cover the second. Performance is summarized 
in Table 20 in terms of q tracking errors only (these were the easiest to calculate since 
q is available continuously from the simulation). 
TABLE 20.q-TRACKING ERROR SUMMARY 
Condition Transition 1 Transition 2 
Quiet - 310/0 peak + 270/0 peak 
990/0 turbulence - 280/0 peak + 380/0 peak 
990/0 turbulence -280/0, +320/0 peaks + 380/0 peak 
plus sensor noise (+500/0 with speed 
brake applied) 
Maneuvers and Configuration Changes 
The adaptive controller was also tested under various maneuver conditions and configura'-
tion changes. These runs are primarily intended to explore qualitative properties of the 
concept in large signal situations and to assure that no drastic upsets occur in normal 
,operation. The runs are summarized below with figures given in Appendix B. 
Figure 6:~. Speed brake extended 
Figure 68. Roll maneuvers at FCl, FC5, FC8, FC10 
. Figure 64. 360 deg. rolls at FC1 
Figure 6fi. Step Cl gusts 
Figure6!). Gear-down transient at FC17 
Figure 6~r. Gear-up transient at FC17 
Figure 6B. Wing-up transient at Mach 0.23, 3K 
No surprises were found in these tests. The identifier performs properly for standard 
roll maneuvers and alpha gusts. It developes tolerable 30 percent errors (in q) during 
360 degree rolls. 10 to 20 percent errors during gear transitions. and larger 50 to 70 
percent errors during wing transitions. None of these errors have major consequences 
on the controllability of the aircraft. In fact. when the wing transition was flown under 
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pilot control from the iron bird. the pilot judged control characteristics to be ~omparable 
to the CCV laws. This same judgement was also rendered for the adaptive controller's 
performance over the rest of the flight envelope. 
Relaxed-Static-Stability Flights 
The a:daptive system was also flown with simulated a~t motions of the c.g. For this 
purpose. the pitch control law was modified .to include a low-passed pitch rate fe·edback 
path developed specifically for RSS flight in the CCV program. 2 This extra feedback 
is illustrated in Figure 21. It includes one additional adjustable gain. GRSS' scheduled A A 
as a function of Mao and MQ'. The identifier was changed only in the nominal rriode{ 
parameterization. Equations (36). where the MQ' equation was replaced by MQ' = (0.3 to. 92 c2)· 
M with larger a priori limits on c2(± 0.6). . . 60 
Flights were made at FC1 with zero and -2.0 ft c. g. ·displacement. The latter is 
approximately neutrally ~table. Transient traces are given Appendix B. Figure 69. 
The identifier is seen to have no difficulty with the large MQ' change induced by the 
c. g. displacement. 
Stick Servo command + 
nz C* CAS ... .... 
q 
-,.. Section 7 . ,~ + 
.. 
GRSS 1 .. S + ~.3 
Figure 21. Relaxed-static~stability control law. 
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MLE PERFORMANCE ISSUES 
As shown by the nonlinear simulation tests above, the MLE adaptive control concept 
"performs well throughout the flight envelope. Its performance is not ideal, however, 
and it is important to highlight basic limitations. These include: 
• . Traeking errors, 
• Effects of fixed statistics in the Kalman filters, and 
• Test signal requirements. 
The tracking limitation has aiready been discussed in the likelihood filter design section. 
We need a likelihood accumulation time of three to five seconds in order to assure 
correct minima of L, yet this accumulation produces lags when the parameters vary 
due to flight transitions or configuration changes. These lags are responsible for the 
largest errors seen in the performance trials. They can be relieved somewhl:!,t by 
additional CUI:lS to the identifier. For example, we could tell the identifier that the wing 
is going up or that velocity is increasing (forward acceleration) and allow it to adjust 
accordingly. Further research is recommended along these lines. 
Effects of the second limitation (fixed statistics in the Kalman filters) are evident in 
most of the accuracy runs. The estimates change somewhat between quiet or sensor-
noise-only conditions and turbulence conditions. This is especially evident at high q 
(FCI0), w~ere the total change is as much as 50 percent. The problem is caused by 
filter gains which are designed for one condition <turbulence plus sensor noise) and 
then operated at another •. It could be alleviated by providing additional data concerning 
operation conditions (i. e., turbulence estimates) to adjust the filter gains. Research 
is also recommended in this direction. 
Limitations due to test signal requirements are less quantifiable at this point. Test 
signal levels are primarily determined by pilot considerations and noise levels in the 
actual flight control system, so they will not be fully. known until we fly the airplane. 
For the simulations at Langley Research Center, a small random test signal was found 
adequate. This signal used the spectral shaping network shown in Section 6 (with" UJ = 6, 
, = 1.25) and was inserted at the C*-command point. Its rms magnitude was adjusted 
to C* = 4.0 ft/sec 2 (1.22 m/sec2), which produces the following approximate accelera-
tions at the pilot station: 
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Test signal acceleration 
Fe rms gls m/sec 2 
1 0.025 0.25 
5 0.010 0.10 
8 0.020 0.20 , 
10 0.040 0.40 
These signal levels can be lowered somewhat with tolerable (but noticeable) performance 
degradation. An ex:ample is shown in Figure 70 (Appendix B) which shows. an accuracy 
test for FC1· With half the normal test signal. Potentially, they could be eliminated . 
entirely if operation with rapid gain response to pilot commands proves acceptable. 
More experimentatia"n is recommended to explore these possibilitie~. 
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SECTION 9 
THE MODEL TRACKER DESIGN 
This section pr.~sents the design of an adaptive gain adjustment procedure based on 
explicit parameter identification. The identified parameters are coefficients in a 
simple model of the linearized aircraft equations of motion. They are adjusted on-line 
\ . : . 
to minimize a i,iapunov error function. This section will present the theoretical fram.e~ 
work of~~del trackers, discuss, the desigil issues' in a practical model track~r, and 
.. ,' .' '. , 
finally present 1;he P?rformance of a model tracker for the F-8C based on the pitching 
'", . .) . " . 
moment equation. The adaptive gain adjustment of the pitch and lateral CAS is made 
on the basis of an identified surface effectiveness parameter. 
PROBLEM FOl1tMULA TION 
The explicit model-tracking identification method is illustrated in Figure 22. The true 
system is reprE~sented in state variable form as 
~ = F~ ,t, Gu (57) 





,Figure 22. Model-tracking identification based on Liapunovfunction. 
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A model is chosen to have the same structure' 
x = Fx + au + v 
m 
(58a) 
where the elements of matrices J;l' and G are adjustable. An error input to the model 
. ~ A 
is denoted by v. Identification is complete when F = F, G = G, and v = O. The proced~re 
involves finding a way to adjust the parameters to force v to zero. 
A measure of the identification error is the vector difference between the system and 
the model states, e = x .. x. A Liapunov design approach will providE;! express~onl3,. , 
~ " m 50 68 ',' ' " for F, G, and v which force convergence and guarantee stability. ',. The input v :' 
is chosen to be v = D(X
m 
- x) = De, where D is a matrix of design parameters. The 
resulting expression for the model tracker can be written as 
x = [F -D]x + Dx + au (58b) 
m m 
The error vector (e) defined above satisfies 
., 
e = De + CF - F)x + (G - G)u (59) 
A A . . 
The differential equations for F and G are derived using, Liapunov's direct method to 
~ ~ , 
provide asymptotic convergence of e,F - F, and G - G to zero., One way to achieve 
this goal is to take the Liapunov function to be 
(60) : 
with P as a positive definite symmetric matrix, {Pi} a set of pos~tive const~nts, anCizi 
components of the vector z of parameter differences; i.e., z' = (fll - f ll, f12 - f12, •• ~). 
Then 
v = } e'<J;>D + D'P)e + ~ [Pizi + hi(p, e, x, u)]Zi 
1 
(61) 
where hi is a sum of terms of the form ekPkj(i)Xq(i) or ekPkr(Ous(i)" Choosing D such' 








yields a negath'e semidefinite ~. which is zero only if e = O. Then sufficient variation in 
u and x will yield convergence of the vectors e and z to zero. 
If P is a diagonal matrix. the hi simplify. and then the parameter adjustment given in 
(62) becomes a function of only one error and either ,a state or an input. Therefore. the 
.. .. 
individual elements of F and G should be adjusted using 
. 
.. 
f ij = Ai,e,x, l 1 1 
., 
.. 
gij = wijeiu:j 
where the "gain:s" Ai' and Wi' must be positive numbers. l l ' , 
(63) 
(64) 
Note that the Lj,apunov function could have been defined such that the e,'s in Equation (63) 
3 1 . 
are replaced by odd functions of the e,'s such as sgn[e.]. or e • etc. This will be ' 
1 1 
considered late:r. 
Identification proceeds provided the system is being perturbed by some arbitrary input 
u(t) such that the parameter adjustments in Equation (63) are not identically zero. 
R~call the struc:ture of Figure ,22. By substituting the expression v = De. the form of 
the explicHmodel tracker shown in Figure 23 results. 
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x----~----------------~--------------------~ I Adjust elements 
by eq, (63) 1----....... 
u_ 
'I Adjust, elements 
by eq. (64) 
, . ' (D 1S a "design parameter) 
Figure 23. Model tracker structure. 
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DESIGN ISSUES 
Implementing the tracker of Figur~ 2'3 requires specifying parameters D. ~i" and wi. 
Also. the states x and inputs u must be measured for use in the parameter adjustment 
equations. This section will 'present the design i~sues related to: 
• Modeling--definition of the states and inputs in terms of measurable quantities, 
• Selection of D. ~. and w parameters. 
• Accommodating trim with the model tracker. 
• Effects of turbulence on the model tracker. and 
• Effects of measurement noise on th,e model tracker. 
Each of the above cons,iderations influences th,e final design of the model tracker. 
Finally. the final functional block diagram and its, F-8 sill\ulator performance ,are 
presented. 
Modeling 
The F-8C aircraft models presented in Section 5 were simplified for the design of the 
model tracker. The linep,r model was reduced to the short-period perturbation equations. 
The effects of trim values will be discussed late,r •. These can be written as 
q=MOI+Mq+M .. 6 
01 que (65) 
& = q + Z 01 + - V OI+Z 6 
CI L g 6 e (66) 
Pitch rate. q. and normal acceleration. N
z
" are the measured variables where N
z 
is 
positive down and measured "d"' m, :,forward of the c.g. and is given by 
-N = Z VOl + Z Va - d4 
z CI 6 (67) 
(Here the notation follows the definitions of Section 6.) 
To have the states be measured quantities. q and N . are used as state variables. By z ' 





wh~re the elenients of Fand G are obtained using a. linear transformation as in Reference 2. 
Values of fll , f12 and gil for the pitching moment equation are given in Table 21 for 
sel~ctedflight conditions spanning the F-8C flight envelope. 
TABLE 21. PITCIll~G MOMENT PARAMETERS 
, 
-' h (ft) q 2 
Fe (Km) Mach (psf) (n/m ) fll f12 gIl 
1 6,.1 K 0.67 305 14,603 -0.7105 0.3218 -11. 400 
5 6.1 K 0.40 109 5,219 -0.4446 0.4817 -5.024 
6 .6~1 K 0.90 551 26,382 ":0.9972 0.3017 -21. 980 
. ' 
7, 12.2 K 0.70 134 6,416 -0.3591 0.3157 -6.790 
8· ,12.2K ' i.20 ' ,395 ,18,913 -0.5466 1. 6020 -19.070 
9 3.0K ().80 652 I 31,218 -1.1260 0.2896 -23.680 
,10 0 0.70 725 34~ 713 -1. 2650 0.3200 -25.230 
',n 0 0.30 133 6,368 -0.6204 0.3566 -6.032 
12 () 
, 
0.53 416 19,918 -1. 0060 0.3405 -15.860 
16 12.2 0.90 222 10,629 -0.5704 0.5802 -11. 040 
'17, P.A. 0.18 5.3 2,538 , -0.3822 0.1668 -0.879 
. 
The components of the input vector u (Il and Il ) can be determined by including the 
", ' e e 
differential equation describing the primary actuator from Section 5. 
0' 
• Il = -12.5 6 + 12.5 U 
. e .' 'e . e 
Th:e secondary actuator dynamiCs are assumed to be unity. 




Then u , is the command 
e 
Parameter Adjustment Equation 
The parameters D. h. and win the· model tracker were selected with the aid of a linear 
t 






This is a time constant of O. 2 second. 
The. adjustment "gains" ~'ij and wij were picked to result in good parani~tertra~ldng~'~ 
for step and z:amp parameter changes •. Values of ~'ij and wij optimized for a .step· ' 
parameter change tended to be low for following a ramp parametercharige. In Doth! 
situations the values were dependent on the magnitude of the test signal (u
e
). '. 
Starting values for the parameter gains were determined using small test signals. 
Step parameter changes and ramp parameter changes were made to gather a data ba~e 
. . 
for further design work. Ramp parameter changes were generated by linearly inter~: 
polating between FC5 and FCIO. Although this .does not reflect the actual way the 
i 
parameter changes, this approximation is sufficient for "tuning" ~e model tracker. ~ 
:(' 
!i 
Typical parameter adjustmen:t gains are shown.in Table 22. The smaller iva1ues~oxtked 
well for step parameter changes; the larger Values were better for trackil').g parametpr 
" 
ramp changes. These values were initial starting points. As each design issue ,is iii 
considered, these values are modified. 
Some difficulty was experienced in achieving. "good" (monotonic) convergence of allj 
, ~. 
parameters simultaneously. This difficulty occurs even in the special case of'tracklng 
two elements in the first row of the system equations assuming all other parameters 
are known. This special case may be written in the form 
(71) 
A A 
YI = fllXI +f12x2 + v(Y3' .... Yn' u) + d(YI - Xl) (72) 
Xj = I:fjkXk + Egjkuk, j > I "(73); 
where X is the true state and y is the model state. 
TABLE 22. TYPICAL PARAMETER ADJUSTMENT GAINSa 
Parameter Gain Range 
f11 All 0.1(10)6 - 0.1(10)9 
f12 A12 0.1(10)6 - 0.1(10)8 
f21 A21 0.1(10)4 - 0.5(10)9 
f22 A22 0.1(10)4 - 0 •. 1(10)7 
gll w11 0.5(10)8 - O~ 1(10)11 
g22 w22 0.1(10)6 - 0.5(10)7 
a . 
Sensors at c. g. for these runs. 
(74) 
(75) 




This set of ,equations may be viewed as the following linear system with time varying 
coefficients: 
l:! e 




D xl x 2 
-, 
~ -1 0 O· (80) = 
-P1 xl 
-1 
0 0 -P2 x2 
The matrix A has two eigenvalues with negative real parts and a zero eigenvalue for 
each value of xl and x2• Thus. it is not surprising that for specific xl and x 2 time 
histories. the convergence of zl and z2 is initial condition dependent. In some cases 
one parameter will converge essentially monotonically as the other exhibits initial 
divergence. To alleviate this difficulty. the following nonlinear tracking equations were 
studied: 
e 




where f011 and f
0
12 denote nominal (constant) values of f11 and f12.respectively. The 
convergence of this system is assured via the Liapunov function 
(81) 
• 0 2 0 2] if P1 > O. P2> 0. ~1 s O. ~2 sO and D< [P1~1(fll - f11 ) + P2 ~2(f12 - f12) /4. 
A priori bounds may be used for (fll - f~/and (f12 - f~2)2 in the constraining inequality 
on D. 
After some experimentation. it appeared that only limited improvement was noted. 
and even this required f~. close to f... As a result. no changes were made to the 
. 1J 1J 
parameter adjustment equations. 
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Trim.'ConsiderlLtions 
As explained ea~r1ier, only perturbation equations have been considered. The trim 
values of the accelerometer and elevator surface will now be included. An additional 
parameter. (Moll representing. the trim pitching moment was added to the model where 
N~.and 6e now have non-zero trim values·. .The adjustment equation used for estimating 
Mo was' 
Simulation runsl were made to pick a A such that M would account for changing 
o 
f1ightconditioru~. Early results show that tracking Mo degraded the tracking of the 
(82) 
remaining.parameters. The M parameter was dropped, and high-pass filters were 
. . 0 




to permit tracking the perturbation equations. 
Early. results with first-order high-pass filters were favorable. However, in tracking 
ramp.parameter cbanges, large biases appeared asa result of the high pass "differentiating" 
the slowly varying elevator trim. This was alleviated by using second-order high passes • 
. There is. a trade-off in selecting the high-pass time constants. The time constants were 
chosen to compromise rapid trim changes (such as roll maneuvers) with good sensitivity. 
A one-second t:lme constant is currently used. Finally, the same filter is applied to the 
pitch rate gyro even though its trim value is zero. This is done to mainta~n the proper 





Effects of Turb·ulence 
The effects of C'g (refer to Equation (68» driving the true plant (but not measurable by 
the:mode~) wer·e determine9 using a linear simulation of the short-period dynamics. 
Theangle-of-;aUack gusts were modeled using a first-order approximation to the Dryden 
spectrum as e:x:plained in Section 5 •. 
. ,A!,simple C* feedback .controller (with fixed gains) defined u
e 
(t). and no additional 
pilot inputs or extra test signals were used. 
Simulation reslllts indicated that identification of the first row of the model (fll, 
£12' and gIl in Equation (68» proceeded satisfactorily. but the second row did not 
appear to CO~V4!rge or converged to wrong values. 
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This is not unexpected since the model does not contain a gust input. If. ap.gle"'of~attack 
. , . . '. . 20 
were measured. then this problem would be alleviated. However. since we do not 
wish to use air-data measurements ,(SUCD as 0'). it does not appear that good tracking 
during gust disturbances can be obtained for the coefficients of the normal force equation 
OJ '",
(the second row). An alternative would be to try to estimate the wind gust in the mod~l.· 
However. the identifiability results indicate that this cannot be estimated with suf~icient 
accuracy". A possibility for tracking. second-row elements would be to use thresholdS: 
to eliminate gust effects and to attempt to track only during large maneuvers. This 
was considered too restrictive for further consideration. 
Measurement Noise Effects 
Sensor noise was added to the q. N , and 5 measurements, and errorsintracking t~e 
z e 
first-row parameters (fll• f12• and gll) were studied. The sensor noise was define4 
in Section 5. Initially. sensor noise :seriously degraded parameter estimation as usually 
results in Liapunov designs. 69 This is not surprising since thf' above errors are:of ~e: 
, . 
same order of magnitude as the vehicle motion induced by gust· ')~: small test· signa1S~ 
Several modifications to the tracker were made to reduc'e errors caused by senSor noise. 
This included filtering the measurements and adding threSholds and limits to 'the error 
fi.lllction. 
First:-order low-pass filters were added to remove as much of the high ,:(requencyenergy 
as possible without degrading performance in the noise-free case. The timecon,s,t~nf 
. , 
of the low pass was set equal to the time constant of the elevator primary actuator. 
Next. threshold and amplitude limits were added to the error quantity to reduce the 
amount of parameter adjustment resulting from sensornoise. The nonlinear element· . 
. shown in Figure 24 was added, to the error equation. The paramet~rs T land T 2 were " 
determined from simulation results.T1 is the error threshold and waS set to 0.5 x:l0::,3 
rad/ sec. Mismatch in pitch rate less than T 1 will not~ cause any param,eter adjustment. 
The error is limited to T2 = 0.0055 rad/sec to prev~nt large commands and disturbances 
from producing large parameter adjustments. 




Figure 24. Nonlinear error characteristics. 
).1 = 100 
Further reductio,n in sensitivity to error magnitudes (especially for thunderstorms 
and large commsLnds) was achieved by adding a second threshold element to alter ). 
(83) 
and w. The parameter adJustment gains are reduced by a factor of 20 when the bandpassed 
elevator servo sllgnal exceeds 0.002 radians. 
Finally, rate Umdts were added to the three parameter adjustment equations to further 
equalize perform.ance with small and large signal levels. They were chosen to provide 
adequate traclcini~ rates for realistic maneuvers, but not to permit excessive parameter 
adjustment activity. The· rate Umits are 
• 
If 111 :Ii: 4,,0 
• 
If121 :Ii: 0 .. 1 (84) 




The Gc* gain used in the pitch CAS is determined from gU. A low-pass filter was 
added to smooth the estimate. and limits were added to constrain the gain values during 
,. -
large transients in gll. Fig~r~~ 25 shows the variation of gll with flight condition 
plotted as a function of dynamic pressure. When the corrections for flexibility are 
included. an approximate fit is 





















Using the estim:ate of gu' dynamic pressure was estimated froTn 
A 
q.=.26.455 (-gl1) - 31.75 (86) 
The error.in dynamic pressure 
(87) . 
is one. of the time history plots included in the simulation data and used for accuracy 
evaluation only. 
FUNGTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM 
The final form of the pitch axis model tracker is shown in Figure 26. lt contains a 
perturbation pitching moment equation with three parameters adjusted on the' basis of 
a LiapUnov error function. The filtering on q, N , and 0 is shown. 
z e 
The th~esholds, nonlinear error functions, and rate limits previously discussed are 
defined. The specific values of these nonlinear elements were chosen on the basis of 
simulationresp4)nses. Finally, since the servo position rather than actt;lal surface 
defleciion is measured, a firs t-order linear model of the primary actuator has been 
incorporated.' 
DIGITAL MECHANIZATION 
The' tracker was desIgned using the continuous form of the equations and a'Runge-Kutta 
integratiQn method. 
The .~racker was converted to a 32 sps digital version for incorporation with the digital 
contrQllaws pre~sented in Section 6. The filters were converted to a discrete equivalent 
• ~ A ~ 
using Tustin's method •. The q, f 11' f 12' and gl1 nonlinear equations are integrated 
usillg an Adams··Moulton formula. 
, !:. (1· 5· .) ~+1 = xk + 6' OXk - ~-1 +xk _2 
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Figure26.'Pitch<axi.s model tracker • 
d=5 
M = multiplication 
1 
m 
Y16 qT = 26.455 (~Y16) 
- 31. 75 
G * = 0.158 
c -qT 
.. 120 GLAT =-CiT 
A flow chart of the digital model tracker is shown in Figure 27. 
PITCH AXIS PE:RFORMANCE 
The model tracker was evaluated--against three "measures of goodness:" 
1. Accura,ey at- several fixed flight conditions including effects of ser:vo: 
hystere,sis. sensor noise. turbulence. and pilot command$. 
2. Convergence properties. and 
3. Tracking varying flight conditions. 
The major performance measure is the accuracy of identifying the gusurface effective-
ness parameter. Time histories from the NASA/LRC F-8 simulator for the c.onditions 
summarized bel,ow are contained in Appendix C. 
Accuracy at Fix,ed Flight Conditions 
The results ·of the accuracy runs are tabulated in Table 23. A standard pitch sequence 
consisting of periods of quiet. gusts. and C*-doublet commands was used as system 
inputs. 
The~ccuracy in identifying gllvaries.from five to 40 percent for pilot command and 
turbulence. Sensor noise. (onlyt causes errors to grow as large as 80 percent. 
Convergence Pr10perties 
:Convergence characteristics of parameter estimates are important in the 'model tracker. 
This test determines how well initial condition errors are removed when turbulence or 
pilot commands are applied. Two cases were studied. First. thea:lgorlthm 'was 
initialized at FCI0 with the aircraft at FC5. Second. the algorithm was iriitia:lized 
at FC5 with the :aircraft at FCl. Two separate inputs were applied for each case. The 
first input was turbulence of the Dryden form., The second input was ,.c* Pilot commands. 




Secon~ order bandpass fi 1 ter above, s i griill s 
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Compute ~ 
Compute e:= q-q 
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Check parameter rate limits" 
Integrate above equations 
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Doublet plus turbulence 
Sensor noise 
Doublet plus sensor 
noise 
Turbulence plus sensor 
noise 
Doublet plus turbulence 
plus sensor noise 
Servo hysteresis 





Error in gll.(percent) 
Fllghtcondition • 
. 1 5 8 10 Comments 
. 
0 0 0 0 . During quiet periods. no parameter adjustment is 
made; so if initial conditions are correct. no 
errors will occur for no .test signal case. 
5 20 30 5 - I 
10 20 40 5 - I 
15-20 10 10 5 -
20 70-80 25 5 Sensor noise causes parameters to drift off. 
5 10 5 5 Doublet provides information that reduces errors 
caused by sensor noise only. 
20..;25 20 40 5 Sensor noise effects dominate. 
10 10-20 10 5 -
70 - - - -
TABLE 24. CONVERGENCE RESULTS 
Test condition Gusts, Commands 
.. ,
"" Case 1 gl'l to 50% of steady state in 2 sec' Same as 
IC = FCIO "" gusts g 11 to 800/0 of steady state in 4 sec 
Plant = FC5 
"" Case 2 gn to 80% of steady state in 4 sec Same as 
IC = FC5 gusts 
Plant = FC1 
Parameter Tracking 
Two profiles for changing flight conditions were run. The first started at FC5 Cq' = 5.03' 
kn/m2) and accelerated at full power holding a constant value of C* (no pilot input):.' The 
aircraft accelerates from 61 m/sec to 152 m/sec and climbs 1524 m in about a minute;" 
This profile was repeated for a quiet case, turbulence, and turbulence plus sens'or noise. 
The second profile consisted of a deceleration from FC10. Thrust is reduced to idle~ 
, ' 
and the ,speed brake is extended. Altitude remains nearly constant, and airspee'ddrops, , 
off. Results are summarized in Table 25. Because of the thresholds in.the tracker. 
/:lome error buildup is necessary before any parameters can change. 
LA TERAL AXIS PERFORMANCE 
rhelateral-directional CAS used the structure described in Section 7 with the loop 
gain adjustment slaved to the pitch axis tracker. The gain GLAT is computed from 
estimated dynamic pressure,Equation (86). Performance of the lateral-directional' . 
CAS in terms of turn coordination and Dutch roll damping is similar to the performance 
of the MLE lateral-directional CAS, so time history traces will not be repeated in this 
$ection. Performance also compares with the results presented for the high-gain 
limit-cycle design in the next section. 
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TABLE 25. PARAMETER TRACKING ACCURACY 
Quiet Turbulence plus 
(sma1l test signal) Turbulence sensor noise 
AcceleraUon gu errors 20-250/0 gll errors. 20% gu errors 
20-25% 
. 
Deceleration Peak errors gu errors. 20% gu errors 




mGR-GAIN LIMIT-CY:CLE DESIGN 
This sectlon discusses the design and performance of the limit-cycle gain changer (LCGe) 
applied to the F-8C. The relationship of LCGC to the aircraft CAS is shown in Figure 28. 
The gain changer is a closed-loop controller that adjusts the loop gain of the CAS based 
on secondary servo activity. The objective of the gain changer is to keep the CAS 
operating at the highest practical gain. In the absence of gusts or measurement noise. 
it will maintain a small amplitude limit cycle on the secondary servo! Adjustment 
,of the CAS loop gain by this method is. then, an impliCit adaptive process. This concept 
is similar to a model reference implicit concept since the objective of both approaches 
is to have the bandwidth of the aircraft's control system sufficiently high so that it can 
follow commands generated by an explicit model. In the case of the F-8C. the pitch 
axis uses an explicit second":order C*-model. and the roll axis uses an explicit first-
order model of roll rate. 
The LCGC concept is more restrictive than implicit model reference approaches since 
the structure is limited to adjustment of a single gain parameter (i. e •• "loop gain"). 
However. for the F-8C. a Single loop gain provides sufficient adaptation. 
Pilot 
cOIIIIIands Loop Secondary Signal Model 
-tQ-+ Shaping ~ gain re- servo -... Aircraft f--
A 
Gain 
i..- changer ... 
Sensors ~ 
Figure 28. LCGC operation. 
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EVOLUTION OF THE LIMIT-CYCLE ADAPTIVE CONCEPT 
The limit-cyCle concept evolved from early work (1957-1958) in adaptive controls 
sponsored by the Wright Air Development Center (Reference 70). This work studied 
application of a bi-stable element (rel~yrto high-bandwidth feedback control loops. 
The results were generally u~satisfactory because acceptable limit-cycle amplitudes 
could not be achieved with adequate control authority. The concept of varying a linear 
gain to maintain. the limit cycle at a fixed small amplitude was then conceived. thereby 
avoiding a constraint on control authority. The limit cycle was sensed via a bandpass 
filter. compared to a set magnitude reference. and the resulting error applied to a 
proportional-plu.s-integral function to vary the control-loop gain. The first application 
of this approach was an experimental system in an F-101A airplane (1958-1959). involving 
adaptive gain control in pitch and roll control augmentation systems (Reference 15). 
This was follow,ed by the design. build. and flight test of a three-axiS augmentation 
system for one of the X-15 aircraft (References 8 through 14) in 1964. The X-15 applica-
tion used the ad:aptive gain control to maintain high-bandwidth loops for the aerodynamic 
controls and also used the resulting gain level to signal engagement of reaction controls 
when the normal surfaces became ineffective. 
Both the F-IOI and X-15 applications encountered higher frequency structural modes 
which reduced attainable gains below initial design levels. Notch filters were added 
. in each case~ to adequately restore loop bandwidths. Some reduction in limit-cycle 
frequencies occurred asa result of the added filtering. necessitating some changes in 
parameters of the adaptive gain controls (e.g •• bandpass filter frequencies). 
Another problem common to the adaptive approach described above is the effect of 
system disturbances with significant signal content around the limit-cycle frequency 
(e. g •• turbulence. sensor noise. high frequency pilot inputs). 
The gain control. can interpret these as excessive limit-cycle amplitude and drive the 
loop gain down. Although generally satisfactory operation can be achieved for a st~ble 
vehicle. an unstable vehicle will generate added oscillations as the gain reduces. causing 
complete loss of control. To correct this problem and to improve gain regulation for 
a stable aircraft, a low frequency signal path phased to cause a gain increase was added 
to the adaptive controller. This new approach was never flight tested but was extensively 
studied. and hardware was built for launch boosters (Reference 71) and other aircraft 
(Reference 16). The design for the F-8C includes this "up-logic" feature.· 
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A significant benefit of the above adaptive developments was experience gained with high-
bandwidth control systems. . By accommodating much of the airframe variations through 
normal feedback control# avoidance of any control parameter changes is sometimes 
possible or requires, at mosi, use of simple air-data schedules. Ironically. this 
situation eliminates some of the original motivation for adaptive development. 
GAIN . CHANGER OPERATION 
The basic elements of the gain changer as applied to the pitch and lateral-directional 
CAS are shown in Figure 29. In operation the set point will increase the loop gain until 
. the secondary actuator begins to oscillate at the limit-cycle (or "crossover") frequency. 
The down-logic portion of the gain changer senses the resultant servo motion and decrea$es 
the gain until a stable limit cycle is established at the "linear critical gain." Some 
proportional gain is required to stabilize the gain changer lOOPi otherwise it will tend to 
oscillate about the Critical gain. However. if the proportional gain is too high. excessive 
gain changer activity resu\ts. Hence a compromise must be reached. In a quiescent 
environment, damping of the loop gain response resulting in an overshoot of 100 percent 
in the servo limit-cycle envelope ~s generally acceptable. In actual operation, usual 
noise levels will essentially eliminate this overshoot. The limit-cycle amplitude is 
determined by the ratio of set point to down-logic· gain. The down-logic gain is adjusted 
to give the desired limit-cycle servo amplitude (10.0035 rad peak-to-peak was used 
for the F-8C). Subsequent adjustment of limit-cycle amplitude may be made with the 
set point parameter. 
DESIGN ISSUES 
The major issues involved in the design ·of a 1imit-cycle gain changer conce.rn: 
• Sel~ction of limit-cycle frequency. 
• Selection of limit-cycle amplitude. 
• Design of down-logic and up-logic bandpa~s filters. 
• Requirements for nonlinear LCGC response. 
• Defiriition of the set point. 
• Rate limits on gain adjustment,· and 
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Figure 29~ Basic elements of limit-cycle gain controller (LCGC). 
Each of these topics will be individually discussed. Next the functional block diagram of 
the LCGC as evaluated on NA~A/LRCls F-8C simulator will be' presented. Finally a 
summary of the performance of the pitch axis LCGC and the roll axis LCGC will complete 
this section. 
Selection of Limit-Cycle Frequency 
The limit-cycle frequency is selected primarily to reflect the vehicle property being 
compensated for by the adaptive gain adjustment. Other secondary criteria include 
minimum interaction with normal control dynamics (a limit-cycle frequency higher than 
dominant frequencies). small 'variations due to night conditi<;m and component tolerances. 
and acceptable amplitudes (avoidance of low-damped resonances). 
The main object of the gain adjustment applied to high-bandwidth aircraft control loops 
is to compensate for varying surface effectiveness (fuselage rotational acceleration 
per unit control deflection). Measurement of this quality with a single frequency signal 
must be performed at frequencies above aerodynamic roots (e. g., short period, dutch 
roll, or roll subsidence), but below structural modes (flexure). Fortunately, this also 
generally satisfies the secondary criteria listed above. With a limit-cycle frequency 
so selected (generally around three to four Hz in a fighter-type airplane), significant 
system dynamics usually include the rigid aircraft (a pure inertia with angular rate 
feedback), the power actuator (a first-order lag).the secondary servo (a second-order 
lag), and applicable system filtering (perhaps a hotch for flexure mode attenuation). 
These dynamics are relatively stable, resultingin a predictable limit-cycle frequency. 











= pitch angular rate, 
= pitch surface effectiveness, 
d 
= Cit' 
= actuator time constant (e. g ••• 0. 05 seci, 
= servo damping and frequency (e. g., 0 .. 11 and. 60 rad/sec), and 
= elevator deflection. 
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Note for this example, a limit-cycle frequency of about 27 rad/sec would occur. The 
critical control-loop gain (Kc) would Vi6\ry inversely with Ma " approximated by 
, e 
co. I 
Limit Cycle Amplitude Considerations 
The amplitude of the servo limit cycle is designed to be twice the assumed value of flow 
hysteresis in t;~e secondary actuator. Det>ending on the ,actual level of hyste_resis 
or other control system nonlinearities, it may be necessary to adjust the limit-
cycle amplitude with the set point parameter. The assumed amount of hysteresis will 
reduce the limit-cycle frequency by about 10 percent, which will change the limit-cycle 
amplitude. Filnal adjustment with actual hardware may be required. 
For the F-8C, the nominal limit-cycle amplitude is set to provide a peak-to-peak 
, secondary actuator amplitude of 0.0035 rad.This is equivalent to :0. 0021 rad elevator 
position and 0 .. 17 degrees aileron position with the assumed power actuator characteristics. 
At FC1 (q = 14603 nlm2), this size of limit cycle produces op.ly 0.047 n!m2 (rms) normal 
acceleration. 
Down-Iog~c and Up-logic Frequency Characteristics 
'For the F-8C, the roll axis crossover frequency was intentionally set to be identical to the, 
pitch axis crossover, frequency at a value near 20 'rad/sec (three Hz). The bandpass 
filters for the pitch axis are shown in Figure 30 and for the roll axis in Figure 31. 
There are only minor differences in the gain value. 
Rapid attenuation outside the frequencies of interest is desirable to minimize~the effects 
of wide spectrum noise or disturbances on gain changer operation. Disturbances usually 
result in a reduction of loop gain which may degrade the performance of the CAS. '!be 
bandpass networks were implemented as third-order linear filters, resulting in·a 60 db! 
decade attenW:Ltion outside of the bandpass frequency. 
The down-logic bandpass filter is peaked slightly above the crossover frequency in each 
axis. ,This assures limit cycling on the positive slope of the bandpass, where phase 
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~gure 31. Roll axis bandpass filters. 
The up-logic counters the tendency of the loop gain to reduce during gusts and other 
disturbances including pilot commands. The up-logic bandpass and gains :m:~intain an 
energy balance during wide spectrum disturbances. Based on past experience, the up-
logic frequency in this applid.tion w,as set a decade lower than the down-logic. If a low 
frequency instability exists (as' in some previous limit-cycle applications), then this 
frequel'J,cy would govern. Up-logic gain is set to maintain an average six-db gain margin 
during turbulence or pilot command inputs. Further optimization of the limit-cycle 
concept will require close evaluation of the up-logic mechanization, particularly during 
pilot inputs. Availability of spectral density information on pilot flying tasks would 
allow more accurate analytical definition of up-logic parameters. 
Nonlinear Gain Element 
The purpose of the nonlinear element is to maintain constant gain changer dynamics 
at all flight conditions. Near critical gain, a given percentage change in loop gain results 
in a proportional rate of change in limit-cycle amplitude at any flight condition. Therefore, 
'the resulting feedback (i. e., the sensed limit-cycle aMr1i.t".de) to the gain changer should 
produce a fixed percentage change in control gain. Since an exponential gain element 
has a slope proportional to the output (which is the control gain level), the above require-
ment for a nonlinear el~ment is satisfied with an exponential function. For the F-8C, 
the exponential function has a 50-to-l dynamic range and was scaled to produce a 
maximum value of unity. A50-to-l . range in loop gain will allow the gain changer 
to maintain a limit cycle throughout the flight envelope, except power approach. At 
powe.r approach, the maximum value gain is insufficient to sustain a limit cycle. The 
maximum value of G * is limited to 0.01. 
. c 
Set Point Definition 
Starting from a stable gain, the initial rate of gain adaptation is determined by the set-· 
point and the integral gain. The set point and the integral gain are set such that their 
product will result in the driving of the nonlinear element· from maXimum to minimum 
(and vice versa) in a length of time consistent with the aircraft flight condition change 
... . 
capability. In this F-8C application, 40 ~econds was selected as the. nominal value. 
From other considerations, the set point and integral gain may require redistribution. 
but their product has been defined. 
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The integral rate may be further optimized when the system is subjected to disturbances 
tpavoid excessive gain activity, particularly when the error limits in the system are 
r.eached. 
Rate Limits on Gain Adjustment 
Limits are imposed within the gain changer in order to define and bound gain changer 
operation when inputs are sufficient to saturate various elements. An important. 
consideration is gain changer response to pilot inputs. A system operating at critical 
gain will obviously oscillate when disturbed. Ideally, a system with six-db gain margin 
proVides the highest practical gain without excessive control surface oscillations 
(ringfng).The rate limit should be set such that the product of the rate limit and 
prop~rtional gain will produce a six-db change in the output of the nonlinear element •. 
Thus~ a rapid gain reduction will occur for pilot or disturbance inputs. Selection of 
the rate limit must also consider initial stabilization of a statically unstable vehicle. 
if initialized at an unstable gain. 
A seoond vital consideration in.specifying the rate limit is related to pilot activity 
at the down-logic bandpass frequency. If the pilot concentrates an input at this frequency, 
the gain co.uld be driven down from maximum to minimum in about 12 seconds if the 
rate limit is saturated. This level of determined, sustained effort is ~ot felt to be 
probable but should receive investigation in pilot-simulation studies effecting not only 
the rate liz:?its. but the up-logic bandpass and gain. 
Amplitude Limits on Gain Adjustment 
Down-logic is given twice the authority of the up-logic in the adjustment of the auto-
pilot gain (refer to Figure 32). The down-logic authority limit is set equal to the rate 
limit.' For saturation in the up- or down-logi,~' . the rate limits will determine gain 
adjustment. With both up- and down-logic saturated, the relative authorities assure 
that the gain will be reduced. Without this assurance, extreme noise environment 
could conceivably drive the gain above critical values. In the present studies, no 
. . 
!'3Jngledisturbance could create this situation; but possibly multiple disturbances, 
including pilot inputs, may although the possibility is considered remote. 
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FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAMS 
, The final design of the pitch axis ~gh-gain adaptive controller is shown in FiguI'e 3~., 
The majority of the parameter trade-offs in the design of the high-gain limit cycle 
were made using a two-degree-of~freedom analog simulation. The digital implementa-
,tlon of LCGC used the'Tustin equivalent of the bandpass filters and signal shaping. 
:For this concept, the C*-model was changed slightly by adding a 0.1 second,first-:" 
,order lag to the pitch stick shaping to 'reduce elevator "ringing" in response to, sti~k ,,' 
, commands. 
.:'-'-, 
: In verifying the design on the Langley nonlinear simulation, it was necessary to adq .~. 
: smalllag ('I' = 0.02 sec) ahead of the elevator servo to obtain the desired pitcha~i~,:, 
" limit-cycle frequency. ' It is felt that this extra phase lag compensates for approxima-
,tlons in the digital integration used in Langley's simulation. It probably wouJdnot be; 
needed in the real hardware system and is not ,shown in Figure 32 • 
. The roll axis of the high-gain limit-cycle adaptive system is shown in Figure 33. The 
ga,in Groll is set at 5.0*GLAT and the roll axis is held near critical gain by adjusting 
GLAT With the lateral LCGC. The yaw axis gain used GLAT directlYia.ndhence thiEl, 
adjustment is slaved to the roll axis. The GLAT gain range for the yaw controller' 
provides good performance and sufficient stability margins over the flight envelope. 
,"," 
PITCH AXIS PERFORMANCE 
The high"gain limit-cycle design was evaluated against three areas related to adaptive 
performance: 
1. Accuracy at fixed flight condition (consider effects of servo hysteresis, 
seMor noise, turbUlence. and pilot commands), 
,2. Convergence properties, and 
3. Track,ing varying flight conditions. 
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Figure 33. F-8C high-gain limit-cycle lateral-directional axes. 
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Accuracy at Fixed Flight Conditions 
;The standard pitch sequence consisting of periods of quiet, turbulence, and C*-doublet 
commands were used to measure the performance of LCGC and Flight Conditions 
I, 5, 8, 10, and 17. 
, The time histories are contained in Appendix D. They were obtained from the Langley 
: nonlinear simulation and were consistent with traces obtained on a linear two-degree-
; o~freedom analog simulation at Honeywell. The accuracy results are summarized 
~in Table 26. Overall summary comments are provided together with the gain valueS 
,(expressed as percent of critical) as functions of input conditions. 
,Convergence Properties 
,The concept of "converging" to a gain value does not apply to the LCGC in the same 
,way it does to the explicit identifiers. In normal operation the gain changer will not 
'beat a gain higher than critical. If the system starts at a value below critical, ,the 
; rate of gain increase is largely determined by the integral gain. For example, if 
'the LCGC is initialized at FC10 with the aircraft at FC5. it takes on the order of 10 ' 
seconds (in gusts) to reach "steady state" (which is six db below critical). Pilot 
'commands do not speed up "convergence" since their effect tends to decrease the gain. 
, Ad.aptation to Changing Flight Conditions 
In the case of increasing' and decreasing Ma • the gain changer tracked the critical 
," e 
. gain (qUiet case) or tracked the "turbulence" gain value. 
,; 
,', .; 
:Oece~eration profiles starting from FC10 by reducing thrust to idle and extending the 
speed brake show that -the limit-cycle amplitude remains constant • 
. '
Sensor Noise Effects 
The LCGC was evaluated with the measurement noise defined in Section 5 for the 
pitch rate gyro, normal accelerometer, and servo position transducer. 'While 
gain changer activity increased in the preSence of sensor noise, only the pitch rate 





TABLE 26. PERFORMANCE AT FIXED FLIGHT CONDITIONS 
Gain (percent of critical) 
Flight condition 
Input .condition 1 5 Ii 
Quiet I 100 100 100 
Pilot doublet I 60-63 60-75 I' 60-71 
Turbulence 75 
Doublet plus turbulence 75 
Sensor noise 30 
Doublet plus sensor noise I 30 
Turbulence _plus sensor 30 
noise 








20 I' 43 
20 43 













(I) Typically, the set point increases the gain 
over its critical value until the servo 
oscillation builds up. Then the gain is 
reduced to the critical value with a limit-
cycle overshoot of about 100 percent. 
(2) Gain is self-adjusting-to achieve a nominal 
six-.:lb gain margin during pilot inputs. Re-
sponses have typical six-db "ring." Up-logic 
prevents successive inputs from driving gain 
to minimutn, establishing an average gaIn 
higher than six db. 
(3) Gain is self-adjusting to provide control 
surface energy, induced by turbulence, to be 
essentially equivalent to the nominal limit-
cycle energy (slightly higher due to up-
logic bandpass). The net effect is a desirable 
ride softening as a function of turbulence. 
(4) . Pilot inputs during noisy operation will cause 
gain to establish an average value about equal 
to sensor noise only case. Pilot input will 
initially drive gain down, wherever the 
starting point is. 
(5) Same as Note 3 except gyro noise reduced 
gain more than turbulence. 
(6) See Note 5. 
(7) See Note 3. 
(8) Se~ above Notes 3.' 5 • 
. (9) Frequency -reduced 10 percent. 
to adjust the gain downward until the noise-induced servo motion matches the equivalent 
limit-cycle energy in the down-logic network. The noise sensitivity was studied by 
simulating three different levels and bandwidths of gyro noise (white noise, first-
order filter). 
A. 0.0087 rad/sec rms with a two Hz bandwidth. (This value was suggested by NASA 
from flight test recording data.) 
B •. 0.026 rad/sec rms with a 16 Hz bandwidth. (This is a conservative value defined 
for these studies.) 
C. 0.0035 rad/sec peak-to~peak with a 16 Hz bandwidth. (Obtained from measurement 
of actual Honeywell GNAT gyro is a pristine environment. ) 
It is felt that actual gyro characteristics will fall somewhere between Band C ,above, 
in which case, the adaptive gain will tend tobe betw.een six and 12 db below critical •. 
Significantly, this gain level is still greater than the original CAS q-schedulesoauto-
pilot performance should remain at acceptable levels. 
Turbulence Effects 
~hunderstorm turbulence will produce about the same gain reduction as ,gyro noise. 
At the 99 percent turbulence level (exceeded four days/year), the gain reduction is 
about three to six db, the greater reduction occurring at low q. Up-logic plays a role 
in maintaining the gain level. Actually, the gain reduction, especially for high turbulence, 
produces a favorable "ride softening" effect. 
Effect of Pilot Inputs 
Since previous limit-cycle systems have been prone to excessive gain reduction, (15) 
special note is made of gain levels during periodic .pilot inputs. Initial response toa 
pilot input is a six-db gain reduction, a desirable and necessary feature of gain changer 
operation. However, without some up-logic capability, successive pilot inputs tend to 
further reduce the gain. The resultant interplay of the up- and down-logic results in 
considerable gain activity, but the average. gain is generally slightly less than 50 percent 
below critical. When the up-logic was removed as an experiment during the pilot 
input sequence. the gain quickly reduced to 20 percent of critical. 
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The effects of sensor noise. t,!rbulenc~, and hysteresis ori the autopilot gain are 
summarizedin Figure 34 as a function of dynamic pressure •. 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL P~R,FORMANCE 
All preceding pitch aXis time histories were obtained with the roll axis gain changer 
engaged. The variation in GLAT in response to pilot commands and turbulence exactly 
parallel the characteristics of the pitch gain GC*" The following summary will be 
limited to the performance of the lateral-directional CAS in conjunction with the gain 
changer. 
Yaw Axis Gain Changer Limitations 
Significant analysis effort was expended in attempting to apply the limit cycle to the 
yaw axis (rudder servo). The relatively low level of rudder effectiveness resulted in 
extremely high yaw rate gai,n as well as correspondingly high crossfeed gains. The' 
yaw axis parameters--surface effectiveness, servo rate limit. servo loop gain. desired 
limit-cycle frequencies. and expected noise levels--were such that the loop could not 
be operated at critical gain levels without encountering excessive noise amplification 
resulting in severe servo rate saturation. This problem is not evident in pitch or roll 
due to higher combinations of surface effectiveness and servo rate. C.onsequently. the 
aileron servo was used as the basic input to the,gain changer. and the yaw 'axis gains 
slaved to the aileron gain. 
Roll Axis Gain Changer Operation' 
The gain changer in the roll axis is nearly identical to the pitch axis. and they probably 
could be made identical if any advantage would accrue. 
As in pitch. sensor noise will cause gain changer activity with the most significant gain' 
reduction occurring for the assumed roll rate gyro noise. ,(During e~rlier yaw axis 
adaptive analysis. noise in all the yaw axissenso:rs and crossfeeds. coupled with high 
gains. would drive the adaptive gain to extremely loW levels~) Figure 35 is a summary 
of the adaptive gain level with yaw rate gyro. lateral accelerometer. roll rate gyro 
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Appendix E contains a set of time histories showing the response of the lateral-directional 
CAS with LCGC. The adaptive gains increase the damping of a step beta gust response 
from 0.15 (free aircraft) to about 0.25 with little change in frequency. The turn 
coordination properties are satisflicforyat all flight conditions. 
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SECTION 11 
CONCEPT COMPARISON AND SELECTION 
Three factors were used to compare candidate adaptive concepts: 
• Performance, 
• Growth potential, and 
• Computer capacity requirements. 
On this basis the MLE concept was s elected for further refinement and recommended 
for eventual flight test. Its strength lies primarily in growth potential. It also has a 
slight edge in performance relative to other concepts. 
PERFORMANCE 
The performance of each concept was evaluated against three "measures of goodness:" 
• Accuracy at fixed flight conditions (including effects of pilot commands, 
turbulence, sensor noise, and actuator hysteresis), 
• Convergen~e properties, and 
• Tracking varying flight conditions. 
Tables 27 through 30 summarize the performance characteristics of each concept 
at four fixed flight conditions using a standard test sequence. For this test the initializa-
tion was at the proper flight condition. The test sequence consisted of: 
1. Quiescent condition, 
2. Pilot doublet followed by four seconds. with no input, 
3. Thirty seconds of 99 percent turbulence (Dryden model), 
4. Pilot doublet with 99 percent turbulence (Dryden model), and 
5. Repeat of (1) through (4) with sensor noise. 
Flight conditions 1, 5, 8 and 10 are presented in Tables 27 through 30, respectively. 
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TABLE 27.' :PERFORMANC~ CHARACTERISTICS AT Fel 
[20,000 ft, M == 0.67, q =.14603 nlm2 
MLE 
Tracker Max.' % errors in 
Excitation 
0/0 error in ill 
Limit Cycle 
% of 
critical gain 'V 
Of ~ 
wL 
/"; , '~ .. ,'.::--
: Doublet 
Turbulence , 
,:' Serisor noise: 
. Turbulence plus 
;( sensor noise 
Servo hysteresis 







a Angle-of-attack referenced to water-:-line. 







4 2 6 
7 2 8 
4 10 15 1 
7 2 1 




"'. TABLE 28. PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS AT FC5 
.. : . ',' . 
'!"'" , 
- . 2 [20. 000 ft. M = 0.4, q = 5219 n/ m 
"''.': 
;.~ 
MLE ., Limit cycle {i Tracker Max. 0/0 errors in 
.~ Excita~on' " 0/0 of 0/0 error in gu critical gain Ma M V OfwL ·i Of 
" 
. ' 
.;Doublet 20 75 5 7 8 
: 
~, Turbulence 20 56 5 8 2 
I \ "., ,,"., H ... ". 
Sensor nois e 70 20 5 7 17 8 
'" .:~ 
Turbulence, plus , 
sensor rtoiS'e' 
20, 20 5 7 .3 
,',<"' • 
" 




TABL~ 29. PERFORMANCE CUARACTEiUSTICSATFC8 
- . 2 [40,000 ft. M = 1.2.q.: 1891:i n/m . 
MLE. 





. M V . 
·Q'wL 0/0 error in gll critical gain '8 0/ 
Doublet 30 .63 0 2 4 
Turbulence 40 81 . 6· 6 1 
Sensor noise 25 43 0 2 4 4 
Turbulence. plus 40 43 12 2 4 
sensor noise 
TABLE 30. PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS AT FC10 
, . . ", 2 
[Sealevel. M = O.7.<i =34713 n/m 
. . . . 
MLE 
Tracker Limit cycle Max. % errors in 
Excitation % of M8 M V Q'wL 0/0 error in gll cri~icalgain 0/ 
Doublet 5 48 6 9 29 
Turbulence 5 69 23 9 23 
Sensor noise. '. 5 48 29. 5 29 3 




From these tables it is evident that sensor noise is m6re degrading to the tracker 
a,nd limit-cycle concepts than to the MLE concept. MLE exhibits better :accuracy' 
. . ,..
than the model,tracker. The limit.;.cycle design shows gain reductions from critical' 
for pilot commands and turbulence as desired. 
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The convergence characteristicsot the three concepts are summarized in Table 31. 
The adaptation was determined for two types of inputs: 1) a sequence of pilot doublets 
(square wave C*-commands of 6.1 m/sec2 with a six-second periOd) with no turbulence, 
and 2) 99 percent turbulence with no piloiinputs. Two conditions were examined. For 
the first one, the aircraft was at FC1, but the algorithms were initialized at FC5. 
The MLE design converges faster than the model tracker. This test was not run for the 
limit cycle since it would imply initializing above critical gain which is not a realistic 
test. The second condition shows the aircraft at FC5 but initialized at a much higher 
dynamic pressure condition (FCIO). Again. MLE has a faster response than the model 
tracker. During pilot commands. the limit-cycle design does not increase the loop 
gain to the proper value for this flight condition. During turbulence, the action of the 
set point does slowly return the gain to the appropriate value. 
TABLE 31. ADAPTATION CHARACTERISTICS WITH INITIALIZATION' 
AT DIFFERENT FLIGHT CONDITIONS 
Time(Sec) to 800/0 Steady sec411 
Condition Input Trackeri Limit cycle ' MLE 
Doublet 4.0 N.A. <1 
At FC1 sequence 
initialized 
FC5 990/41 4.0 N.A. <1 
turbulence 
, Doublet 7.0 
--
<1 
At FC5 ' sequence 
irutialized 
FC10 990/0 7.0 10 <1 
turbulence 
\ 
Table 32 shows the tracking characteristics during an acceleration at maximum power 
from Flight Condition 5 (h =6096m, M = 0.4) to 7620 m and M = 1.1. Three 
different conditions (quiet, turbulence. and turbulence plus sensor noise) are presented. 
For the limit-cycle concept. it is desirable to maintain at least 50 percent of linear 
critical gain. For the two explicitconc.epts, it is desirable to accurately estimate 
surface effectiveness parameters. 
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Tracker 0/0 of Peak MLE 
0/0 error in gIl 
,. 
critical gain % error in M 50 
a a 3l Quiet case 25 100 
Turbulence 20 75 28 
Turbulence 
plus sensor 20 36 28 
noise 
a Test signal required. 
GROWTH POTENTIAL 
Growth potential is necessarily a qualitative notion. It is judged to be. low for the 
limit-cycle system because the concept itself is restricted to a single (implicit) loop 
gain adjustment. 
In theory, the tracker provides greater growth potential because. it can estimate several 
parameters as well as states. As discussed in Section 9. however,· this potential is 
not realized in practice due to severe limitations imposed by sensor noise and disturbances. 
This leaves the MLE concept as the only approach with capability to achieve complex 
multidimensional gain adjustments. Its M50 estimate can be used to adjust loop gain to 
compensate for changing surface effectiveness. while the M", estimate is useful for 
reduced-static-stability control laws. As discussed in Section 8, the M estimate can 
. '" 
adjust an additional gain on a lagged pitch rate feedback to compensate for the changing 
stability properties of the airframe. This is especially important in transitions from 
subsonic to supersonic flight due to the shift in the center of pressure. 
·COMPUTER REQUIREMENTS 
To estimate flight computer requirements, the adaptive subroutines were compiled 
and run on a CDC-6600. The resulting time and memory· requirements are listed in 
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Table 33. The data are given for FORTRAN generated code that is fairly efficient f9r 
the given algorithm (no indexing used). rA comparison of operation times for the CDC-
6600 and the AP-101 flight computer is given in Table 34. This table suggests a speed 
ratio of 7:1 for typical multiply-add operations. Hence, the MLE control package which 
reqliires 1.1 msec per control cycle on the 'CDC-6600 should consume 7.7 msec per 
control cycle on the AP-101. The frame time for the F-8's digital system is 20 msec, 
so the control law plus adaptation will take well below half of the time available. However, 
this does not include time for redundancy management or mode switching which may be 
part' of the total control repertoire. 
RECOMMENDED CONCEPT 
The concept comparison is summarized in Table 35. Overall. the MLE concept is 
judged to be the most promising and is recommended for refinement for flight test. 
TABLE 33. COMPUTER 'REQUIREMENTS BY. SUBROUTINE 
CDC 6600 
Subroutine Memory Cycle time (msec) 
1. Pitch and lateral 570 (1072 octal) 0.3 
controller (no adaptive 
computation) 
2. Limit (up- and down- 546 (1042 octal) 0.4 
logic. both axes) 
'3. Track 272 (420 octal) 0.2 
4. MLE 2146 (4142 octal) 0.8 
lH 
TABLE 34. COMPUTER OPERATION SPEEDS 
Operationa CDC-6600b 
Memory access (lJosec) 0.1 
Add (lJoSec) 0.4 
Multiply (jJ.sec) 0.7 
Divide (lJosec) 1.0 
a Floating point arithmetic, register to register. 
b CDG-6600 CYBERNET applications group data. 
c IBM specification sheet data. 




10.0 - 10.5 
TABLE 35. OVERALL COMPARISON OF CuNCEPTS 
Maximum 
High-gain likelihood 
Quality Model tracker limit cycle estimation 
Performance Acceptable to good Good Good to excellent 
Growth Low - limited to Low - limited to High,- multiple 
potential single variable single variable parameter gain. 
explicit gain implicit adaptation adjustment 
schedule possible 
Computer Minimal Low Medium 
requirem~ntsa i 
.. .< 
a These requirements are relative to AP-101 capacity. 
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· SECTION 12 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
CONCLUSIONS 
Simulator quality designs f.J-~ the F-8C DFBW application were successfully 
developed from three different adaptive concepts: maximum likelihood, model 
tracking, and high-gain limit-cycle control. Performance, growth potential, 
and computer requirements were used as criteria for selecting the most pro-
mising of these candidates for further refinement. The maximum likelihood 
concept was selected primarily because it offers the greatest potential for 
identifying several aircraft parameters and, hence, for better control-performance 
in future aircraft applications. In terms of identification and gaih adjustment 
accuracy, the MLE concept proved slightly superior to the rest, but, as expect-
ed, this increment has no significant effects on the control performance 
achievable with the F-8G aircraft. 
The MLE design is based on standard maximum likelihood estimation theory 
but uses a parallel channel implementation in order to avoid on-line data 
management and minimization iterations. It identifies a reduced set of three 
! 
parameters from pitch axis data only. This structure was selected on the basis 
of separate theoretical identifiability studies which indicate that only limited 
identification potential exists for the F-8C under the ground rules imposed in 
Section 4. Identifiers which look for more parameters and/or use additional 
lateral-directional data cannot be expected to perform substantially better. Actual 
identification accuracies of the MLE concept are 10 to 20 percent for the critical 
M parameter. This is sufficient to schedule gains in both the pitch and 
/io 
lateral-directional control laws. 
The model-tracking design is based on modified Liapunov-stable model'-following 
theory. Because this theory ignores process and measurement noise, it produces 
sensitive designs with large identification errors in applications which include 
such disturbances. Hence. the F:-8C model tracker relies on bandpass filters. thresholds. 
and limiters to minimize these. problems. Like MLE. the tracker was set up to identify 
three parameters. Howev~r, only the surface· effectiveness estimate proved reasonable 
in the presence of gusts and sensor noise. 
The high-gain limit-cycle design is based on established flight tested control technology. 
It is applicable whenever the control structure has a single-loop gain as its variable 
parameter. Within this restriction. the design performed well. Its up-logic successfully' 
alleviates the excessive gain reductions during pilot commands which were characteristic 
of previous flight systems. and there is no adverse coupling between simultaneous pitch 
and roll limit-cycle gain changers. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
The maximum likelihood concept is recommended for flight test as part of the se cond 
phase of NASA's F-8C DFBW program. Several refinements of this design are also 
suggested. These include gust level estimation to fine-tune filter gains and automatic 
data length adjustment on the basis of aircraft maneuvers to reduce tracking errors. 
We further recommend development of a special purpose lateral identifier to extract 
improved velocity estimates during large rolling maneuvers. These estimates could 
be used to implement an inertially coordinated lateral CAS2 without accurate air data. 
Advantages of inertial coordination are good dutch roll damping and good turn coordination 
at all angles-of-attack. These are not simultaneously achievable with the present reduced 
measurement lateral control law. 
Flight demonstrations of the MLE concept will mark an important step in the development 
of modern adaptive flight control technology. They will serve to verify quantitative 
predictions of identifier and control-loop performance and to establish qualitative 
properties of the overall control system. The latter include test signal requirements 
and their subjective effects on the pilot, performance during large maneuvers and 
configuration changes. the feasibility of quiescent operation without test signal excitation. 
and effects of modeling limitations associated with. transonic flight. static and dynamiC 
flexibility. real sensors. and actuators •. etc. Positive flight test results will contribute 
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SCATTER PLo.TS OF PITCH AXIS 
MODEL COEFFICIENTS 
x ::; Subsonic flight condition 
s ::; Supersonic flight condition 
Data does not include quasistatic 
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Figure 48. MLE accuracy test, FC5, with sensor noise. 
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Figure 48. Concluded. 
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Figure 56. MLE convergence runs to Fe1. 
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Figure 58 . MLE tracking test, Transition 1 in 99 percent turbulence. 
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Figure 59 . MLE tracking test, Transition 1 in 99 percent 
turbulence plus sensor noise . 
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Figure 60. MLE tracking test. Transition 2. 
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Figure 62. MLE tracking test. Transition 2 in 99 percent 
turbulence plus sensor noise. 
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Figure 70. MLE tracking test, Fe1 , no sensor noise, 
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ft.,PPENDIXC 
MODEL TRA CKER TIME HISTORIES 
The time histories taken on the Langley simulator consisted of 16 channels of data 
(two eight-channel recorders). The channels are: 
Recorder 1 
Pitch s tick deflection 
Angle-of-attack (0') 
Pitch rate (q) 
Normal acceleration (a3) 
Elevator position (0 ) 
e 
Total velocity (V) 
Altitude (H) 
Flap position (Of) 
Recorder 2 
Dynamic pressure (q) 
q error 
Bank angle (cp) 
GC* gain 
ET (output of nonlinear error 
function) 
Scales for each of these parameters are indicated in MKS and conventional units. 
ACCURACY AT FIXED FLIGHT CONDITIONS 
Time histories for standard pitch sequences consisting of periods of quiet, turbulence, 
and doublet commands are presented in Figures 71 through 75 for Flight Conditions 
I, 5, 8, 10 and 17. This sequence of runs was then repeated with gyro noise, 
accelerometer noise, and servo measurement noise simultaneously applied (Figures 76 
through 79). The sequence for Flight Condition 1 was repeated with servo flow hysteresis 
of 0.05 degree (Figure 80). 
CONVERGENCE RUNS 
Figure 81 shows the response when the model parameters are initialized at FC10 
but the aircraft is actua lly at FC5. Two separate inputs were applied; first turbulence 
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only and, secondly, a sequence of pilot doublets. Convergence rates are similar 
with time to reach 50 percent of steady state in two seconds, and 80 percent of steady 
state is reached in about four seconds. The gain response is slower due to the one-
" 
second lag on the gll parameter. 
Figure 82 shows a similar response when the model is initialized at FC5 and the 
aircraft is actually at Fe1. Again, 80 percent of steady state is reached in about 
four seconds. 
PARAMETER TRACKING 
Two profiles corresponding to changing flight conditions were made. The first accelerated 
from FC5 (q :; 105 psf) with full power (and afterburner). 
Figures 83 through 85 show the accelerating condition. For the quiet case, no adjust-
ment in the model parameters occur and the errors grow as expected. Therefore, 
the quiet run was repeated using a random test signal bandlimited to have most of the 
energy around the short-period frequency. Us e of a test signal held the tracking error 
to around 20 to 25 percent (Figure 83). For the case of turbulence, the tracking 
error in gll is about 20 percent with a slightly large initial error buildup (Figure 84). 
Tracking during turbulence and sensor noise is shown in Figure 85. 
The second profile consisted of a deceleration from Flight Condition 10. Thrust is 
reduced to idle and the speed brake extended. Airspeed gradually decreases and altitude 
remains essentially constant. The quiet condition (Figure 86) again required a test 
signal. Peak errors are on the order of 50 percent. In tracking during turbulence 
(Figure 87), the error in gll is less than 20 percent. For the turbulence and sensor 
noise condition, the peak errors are 20 percent (Figure 88). 
LA TERAL DISTURBANCE 
Of interest is the effect of a roll maneuver on the pitch axis tracker. Figure 89 shows 
the time history of a snap 3600 roll at Flight Condition 1. This is a severe test for the 
tracker since the sensor bandpass filters cannot eliminate the variation in the normal 
accelerometer reading. The peak error developed is 69 percent. Slower roll rate will 
have less effect. The figure ·shows that any activity following the roll will reduce the error. 
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Figure 73. Model tracker at Fe8. 
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Figure 74. Concluded. 
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Figur e 76. Model tracker at Fe! (sensor noise). 
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Figure 77. Model tracker at FC5 (sensor noise). 
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Figure 77. Concluded. 
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Figure 83. Model tracker during acceleration 
(test signal). 
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Figure 83 . Concluded. 
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Figure 85. Model tracker during accel eration (gusts plus sensor noise) . 
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Figure 87. Model tracker in deceleration (gusts). 
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Figure 88. Model tracker in deceleration 
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PITCH AXIS TIME HISTORIES 
Time histories taken on the Langley simulator consisted of 16 channels of data (two 
eight-channel recorders). The channels are: 
Recorder 1 
Pitch stick deflection 
Angle-of-attack (a) 
Pitch rate (q) 
Normal acceleration (a3) 
Elevator position (6 ) 
e 
Total velocity (V) 
Altitude (H) 
Flap position (6 f) 
Recorder 2 
Dynamic pressure ,(q) 
GC* gain 
Elevator servo position (6 ) 
- e s 
Aileron servo position (6as ) 
GLAT gain 
B nk angle (cp) 
~ 
Roll rate (r) 
Sidelsip ($) 
Scales for each trace are indicated in MKS and conventional units. 
ACCURACY AT FIXED FLIGHT CONDITIONS 
Standard pitch sequences consisting of periods of quiet. turbulence. and doublet 
commands are presented in Figure 90 through 94 for Flight Conditions 1. 5. 8. 10 
and 17 (power approach). This sequence of runs was then repeated with gyro noise. 
accelerometer noise. and servo measurement noise simultaneously applied (Figure 95 
through 98). 
Finally. the sequence at Flight Condition 1 was repeated with servo hysteresis of 0.05 
degrees. (Refer to Figure 99.) 
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CONVERGENCE PROPERTIES 
The concept of "converging" to a gain value does not apply to the limit-cycle concept 
in the same way it does to the explicit identifiers. In normal operation, the gain 
changer will not be at a gain higher than critical. If the system starts at a value below 
critical. the gain increase is largely determined by the integral gain. Figures 100 
and 101 show the responses at FC5 with the system initialized at FCIO. In turbulence 
it takes on the order of ten seconds to reach "steady state" (which is six db below 
critical). (Refer to Figure 100). For pilot commands, the gain is reduced slightly. 
ADAPTATION 
In the case of increasing and decreasing dynamic pressure. the gain changer tracked 
the critical gain (quiet case) or tracked the "turbulence" gain value. Figure 102 
shows a full power acceleration starting from FC 5. Note the constant limit-cycle 
amplitude. Figures 103 ahd 104 show the same run with turbulence and then with 
turbulence and sensor noise. 
Figures 105 through 10'7 show the responses starting from FC 10 and decelerating by 
reducing thrust to idle. Again the limit-cycle amplitude remains constant (Figure 105). 
Adaptation during turbulence is shown in Figure 106. The same adaptation is repeated 












































Figure 90. Limit-cycle design at FCl. 
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Figure 90. Concluded. 
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Figure 91. Concluded. 
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Figure 96 . Concluded. 
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F i g ure 100. Limit - cycle design at FC5, IC FC10, gusts . 
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Figure 100 . Concluded. 
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Figure 101. Limit-cycle at FC5, IC FC10, pilot commands. 
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Figure 102. Concluded. 
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Figure 103. Limit-cycle design under acceleration (gusts). 
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F igure 104. Limit-cycle design under acceleration 
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Figure' 104 . Concluded . 
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F igure 105. Limit-cy cle des ign, deceler ation from F C10. 
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Figure 107. Limit-cycle design deceleration from FC10 
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LIMIT-CYCLE GAIN-CHANGER 
LA TERAL AXIS TIME HISTORIES 







LATERAL AXIS TIME HISTORIES 
The series of analog traces (Figures 108 through 118) shows the response of the 
lateral-directional CAS to beta gusts and roll rate commands. The adaptive gains 
increase damping of the aircraft beta gust response from about 0.15 to about 0.25, 
with little or no change in frequency. In contrast, the nominal reduced CAS of 
Reference 1 tended to normalize the response frequency to about 0.4 Hz with similar 
damping. The tendency of the adaptive gains to reduce to the six-db level for command 
inputs is evident. 
For further comparison, the gain was fixed at six db lower than critical. and the 
response is nearly identical to the adaptive response. The responses to lower gains 
are also shown since under turbulence and roll rate gyro noise. lower gain levels are 
realized with the gain changer. This data was also used to assess the applicability 
of USing a gain scheduled on estimated surface effectivenes s (or dynamiC pressure) 
for use with the two other adaptive concepts. The performance degradation of 
operating the roll axis at a lower gain is minimal. The yaw axis gain does not need 
to be reduced in a scheduled system since it has sufficient gain margin. 
Figure 119 shows roll rate commands and beta gust responses from the Langley 
F-8C simulation. Flight conditions 1. 5. 8. 10 and 17 are presented. -They compare 
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